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German positions, representing a front
of entrenchments 1,500 yards long.
To the northeast of Beusjor we have
consolidated the positions occupied by
us December 20, and we have occu-

DECIDED

FOR FATE OF

pied all the trenches In. the- - Immediate
trians to force the Russian lines into vicinity of Mount Calvalre,
"In the forest of La'Grurie our progthe Carpathian mountains at Sanoka
and Lisko failed yesterday in epite ress continued. At St. Hubert we reit a night attack.
pulsed an attack in the forest of
Here certain ground has been
It is assumed that an Austrian ofof
ficer, an aviator, shot down atBircha, lost, but we recaptured
PREMIER VIVIANI DECLARES SHE
14 miles southwest of Przemysd, was it.
IS NOT IN WAR TO GAIN
carrying messages between the two ."Between the Argonne and. the
TERRITORY
'
Meuse there has been slight progress.
Austrian forces.
The Austrian operations are render- In the suburbs of Vauqois to the north
ed difficult by the fact that valleys of the forest of Malancourt our troops GERMANY MUST BE CRUSHED
north and south of tnis wigfon cut the were successful in making their way
troops in separate columns and make through a barbed wire entanglement
THE MILITARY
n massed front impossible.
and in taking possession of certain HE DECLARES
SYSTEM OF KAISER IS A
t
The chief scene of the recent op- trenches of the enemy, where they
GREAT MENACE
erations is about the mouth of the maintained themselves.
"On the right hank of the Meuse
Mesalaboretz pass, which Is traversed
In the forest of Consevyo we first lost
by a double track railroad, from
with the nearest railroad to the and then reconquered, after a lively BELGIUM MUST BE RESTORED
two-third- s

FORCES

EAST, HAKE THEIR

WESTERN LINES HARD TO HOLD
Allies, By Concerted Attack From the
to Switzerland, Recover Much

Sea-coas-

DEBATED IN

VERA CRUZ BY

Hi SE

BOAT

FRANCE FIGHTING

OKLD

TEUTONSIN STRENGTHENING

CARRANZA LEAVES

DRY RES0LU1I0

MEXICAN LEADER GOES HURRIED,
LY TO THE ISTHMUS OF

AYE AND NO VOTE WILL BE TAKEN BEFORE ADJOURNMENT,.
OCCURS TONIGHT

BITTER

FIGHT ON THE

'

IS BELIEVED

FLUOR

IN

THE

TO

BE

FLIGHT

HIS JOURNEY IS EXPLAINED
FRIENDS AS INSPECTION

MEMBERS OPPOSED TO MEASURE
MARSHAL FACTS TO THEIR
ASSISTANCE

FEAR CUT

TEHAUNTEPEC

BY

TRIP

REVENUE NO

FIRING

NOW

AT

NACO

RIVAL FACTIONS
PRACTICALLY
AGREE TO BRING BATTLE
TO A CLOSE

SOME OF THE WETS THINK THE
COUNTRY CAN'T AFFORD
PROHIBITION

'Washington, Dec. 22. Diplomatic
Washington, Deo. 21. Cnder a spe
dispatches
today report the departure-owas
cial rule, which
adopted without
General Carranza rrom Vera Cruz
a roll call, the house began just after
west of the city 31 miles away. The fight, the territory gained by us Denoon today an eignt-hou- r
debate on for the Isthmus of Tehauntepec. Facnearest pass to the east is about the cember 20.
were inSTATESMAN SAYS THiS IS THE the Hobson resolution to submit to tions opposed to Carranza
to
same distance and is held, by the Rus"From the heights of the Meuse to
clined
as
a
it
after
flight
regard
SOLEMN DUTY OF ALLIES TO
the states a constitutional amendment
the
of his army at Puebla, but
sians.
the Vosges there la nothing to report."
defeat
ACCOMPLISH
for national prohibition. An aye and
Balk n Union Restored
Carranza officials pointed out that
THE PBZEHYSL CiARRISON IS GIVEN A DEFEAT
no vote will be reached tonight.
some
time ago he had announced his
The Bulgarian minister announced
The Berlin Statement
The long delayed hour of an aye
Paris, Dec. 22. Premier Viviaui,
intention of visiting the isthmus.
today that an agreement has been
no
amendon
vote
Lona
constitutional
Berlin, Dec. 21 (by Wireless to
stating the views of the government and
General Zapata's report on the batAssailants of the Fortress is Repul- reached between Roumania and Bui
the war to the chamber ment for national prohibition came todon.) The German official
report
concerning
Attempted Sortie to Drive
reof Puebla was received here today
tle
garia under which Roumania will
out this afternoon reads as fol- of deputies today, said:
day in the house with almost ten
store to Bulgaria the province of given
sed Before it Gains Momentum Austrians Are Whipped in
by
Enrique C Llorento, the Gutierrez
lows:
"France, acting in accordance with hours of debate in sight and pros- asent.
the
of
other
most
and
terri
the
Cross
Dobrudja
to
Ranges
Carpathian
Attempt
"At Nieuport and lu the' region her allies, will not sheath her arms pects of a vote before midnight. The
"In the attack antr capture of Puetory which she acquired from Bulga- around
Ypres, the situation yesterday until after taking vengeance for out house assembled at 10 o'clock this blo more than
ria aB a result of the second Balkan
2,000 of my forces
was generally quiet. In order to re- raged right; until she has united for morning and took np, first, the rule
were engaged against a large force of
The battle in France and Belgium has become more violent, both the war.
the positions lost by them all time to the French fatherland the for consideration of the Hobson reso- Carranza
"This agreement has been reached capture
troops," it said. "The reGermans and the allies making furious attacks. Although it Was said in
20 at St. Hubert and Glven-chy- , provinces ravished from her by force; lution. More than CO congressmen had
December
now
mains of the enemy's force, taking adwithout pressure from either Germany
an official French account of recent fighting that the Germans were
the English forces, reinforced by restored heroic Belgium to the full- signified their Intention of speaking. vantage of the tired condition of my
on the defensive everywhere, today's French war office statement told of of the allies," Baid an official connect French
Representative Henry led off, ex men, retreated in the direction of Ori
territorials, made desperate ness of her material life and her polied with the Bulgarian ministry, "We
German attacks at four points. The German statement in turn describes
of yesterday tical independence, and until Prussian plaining that the rule made liberal
attacks
the
during
day
RuA column' 10,000 strong pur
zaba,
shall continue to be friends, but
several attacks by the allies.
and last night, all of which, however, militarism has been crushed, to the provision for debate and amendment. sued them."
no
been
have
statements
there
to
no
cause
these
has
she
mania
from
learned
be
although
So far as can
were repulsed. In the region around end that it be possible to reconstruct, Mr. Henry said he would Vote for the
InThe Mexico City chamber of comfear us, also will remain neutral."
marked change I" positions, although the French assert that in one
but against the resolution.
the enemy sfieceeded in on a basis of justice, a Europe
rule,
Riehebourg
Refmerce,
German
of
entrenched
mile
the
according to another dispatch'.positions.
It has been asserted here that
-stance they captured nearly a
- of
author
old
Hobson,hte
RopTeeentative
firm?,foothtHl1n
obtaining
minis
Is
with
VMareal,
erences to trenches lost and retaken, to violent bayonet engagements and fear of Bulgaria alone had pree vnted positions.
"If this contest 1b the most gigan-ti- the rSsolution; spoke supporting the ter of finance, to unify the note 'issues.
Roumania from invading Austria and
to heavy losses Inflicted show the desperate nature of the struggle.
ever recorded In history, It is not rule. He said that more than 6,000.'
"French attacks yesterday in the
New bills 'will be engraved and printenlering the war.
Concerning the situation in Poland
of Albert, to the north- because the people are suffering them- people had asked congress for the ed In the United States.
neighborhood
If Greece would return Kavala and
Httu information. Tne
iu ......
east of Compiegne, at Souain and at selves to be led Into warfare to con submission of the amendment.
Heavy fighting is reported near
the Macedonian terrrtory she annexed
German war office said that fierce
A rolling chorus of "ayes" greeted
were repulsed with heavy los- quer territory, to win enlargement of
Perthes,
but dispatches to the CarTorreon,
and
during the second Balkan war and ses to the French.
material life and economic and poli the question and the house then ranza agency., gave no indication of a
fighting was In progress there,;
MaceServia would restore to us the
that at some points German troops
"In the western part of the Argonne tical advantage, but because they arc plunged Into one of the most Interest- result. The state department issued
donian provinces she occupied, despite
had crossed the Bzura river on their
district we captured a few trenches. struggling to determine the fate of ing if not the most spectacular de this statement.
I
her agreement, 1)12, the Balkan
'
way toward Warsaw.
In the eastern Argonne to the north the world. Nothing greater has. ever bates of recent years.
Carranza's Narrow Escape
union could be reconstructed," said
In the opinion of the French milThe passage of the rule was con
and northwest of Verdun, French at- appeared before the vision of man.
Carranza and his party, en
General
are
the Bulgarian official. "Under these
and despotism ; ceded by those who oppose the Hob- route from Vera Cruz to the Isthmus
itary authorities, the Germans
were repulsed with heavy losses
"Against
tacks
barbarity
circumstances a lasting peace would
to loose their grip In France
to the French. The situation In east against the system of provocations son resolution, many of whom voted ot Tehuantepec,
narrowly escaped
be established in the Balkans. But
and Belgium. An official summary of
and west Prussia is unchanged. In and methodical menaces, which Ger for the rule to get the resolution out death when a wild TOComotive was
unfortunately neither Greece nor Ser- Poland our
of the .resolution sent crashing into his train by hostile
the results achieved by the allies in
troops engaged in a fierce many called peace; against the sys of the way. Passage
s
via has shown an intention to revise
s
vote
and a
22.
Gabriel
their offensive movement recounts
Hanotaux,
Dec.
Paris,
battle for possession of branches of tem of murder and pillage which Ger requires
troops, according to private dispatches
senate
before
In
vote
the
later
Inso
progress at many points which "seems former foreign minister, expressed in the treaty of Bucharest."
called
the
received here late today.
war; against
and Rawka rivers. In many many
the
Bzura
'
The secretary to the .Servian throne
it is submitted to tne states.
to have disturbed the enemy."
the Figaro today what appears to he
caste
a
lent
of
The advices further state that Carhegemony
tribover
military
instances
crossed
the
they
There Is a conflict of statements the prevailing view in France concern- Prince Alexander, on receiving Prince utaries
which loosed the scourge, France,
Underwood Opposes Resolution ' ranza's trip to the .isthmus was chartheir
in
possession,
already
east.
when the prince delivered
concerning the campaign In the
ing the proposal that Japan send an Troudeskoy
""On the right bank of tbe River the emancipator, France the vengeThe passage of the role was precedr acterized by opposition of troops
The Russian War office challenges re- army to the battlefields of Europe. hi3 credentials from Emperor Nichol- Pllica, the
aroee
and
the
side
at
her
of
ful,
allies,
ed
the
Germanic
by ft statement by Democratic which- captured Soledad. Carranza
fighting by
cent accounts of a great German vic- M. Hanotaux takes the view that even as at Nlsh yesterday, said:
to
the
deadvanced
probably will go to Merida in southern
Leader Underwood and scattering
fray.
allies continues.
"Servia guides her own national in.
Mexico,
is
stakw.
'That
.
is
the
tory in Poland by denying "malevolent though Japan should send no more
It
Underwood
Mr.
sides.
greater
on
both
was
bate
it
discovered
"Unfortunately
While
than 250,000 men, a force which would terests, meaning that Servia was not yesterday after the publication of the than our lives. Let us continue then made it clear that the democratic
reports" of the last few days.
toit Is admitted at Petrograd that the hardly be large enough to exert a de ready to return the Macedonian proFighting May Stop
leadership in the house Is in favor
army order of General Joffre address- to have but one united soul and
recent retirement of the Russian cisive influence, she would always vinces.
Dec. 22. If Governor
In peace or victory we shal' of meeting the issue with a Y.te.
morrow
Ariz.,
Naco,
communicathis
that
his
ed
to
troops
enwould
"A
union
constructed
Balkan
for
of
a
event
forces to new positions was not
the siege of Naco,
in
abandons
the
of
these
with
recall
victory
a
consider,
Maytorena
Failure
Prohibition
pride
days
tragedy.
tion contained the following appenmade
the allies, that she had played an im- favor neither the allies nor Germany, dix:
for they will have made of us more ' "This Is not a temperance question," Sonora, as he is reported to have
tirely' voluntary, the claim is
nor would it have any aggresive inthat the armies are now In safer and portant part in settling the 'war.
' 'This order must be made known valorous and better men."
he said. "It never has been. Prohi- agreed, General Benjamin 'Hill, the
Roumania's Transylvanian
altentions.
Ml. Hanotaux makesi no
stronger positions.
Although
bition has not produced temperance in commander of the Carranza garrisoa
to all our troops this evening; its
'
David Lloyd George,, British chan- lusion to the United States, it may aspirations, Greece's' claims to TurkARRESTED
AMERICANS
the lands where It has been tried. I in the besieged town, will not follow
be
in
must
the press
prepublication
cellor of the exchecquer, is quoted as be stated that the American viewpoint ish islands, 'Servla's differences with vented. V
Brownsville, Texas, Dec. 22 W. II. regard this question as an attack on him, according to information from his
Britain has been taken into consideration by Austria bring about suon a conflict of
saying that in the spring Great
Burnham, a wealthy British subject; the fundamental prrwcrp:es of our gov- camp today. The ten weeks' desultory
more men at the the government.
Interests that it would be impossible
will have 500,000
George Davis of Los Angeles, and R. ernment. If it allowed to go on, with- - fighting just over the international
RAILROAD AUCTIONED
to throw the union as a whole, one
front.
B. Holland of Mexico City, were ar out being met, it r.fll mislead many boundary, which has wrought much
New York, Dec. 22. Ownership of rested at
way or the other. Our relations with
What Petrograd Says
Matamoras, Mexico, today people. If allowed to proceed without damage on the American side, will end
Tendon. Dec. 22j It is only at the
Dec. 22 (via London).
Turkey will remain friendly. We do a railroad, represented by millions oi because of letters the Mexican author being combatted the day may come and the crisis, so far as it affect
Petrograd,
dollars of stock, was auctioned off to ities are said to havt found in their when
northern and southern extremities of The heavy German column which has not desire Adrianople.
it may be a serious menace to the reinforced American army detaeh-th- e
the line of battle, in the eastern arena been driven across the east Prussian
day on the steps of the New Yor! possession..
principles of government which ments stationed here, will be past
county court house. The old stock
of the war that any marked change frontier from Mlawa, Russian Poland,
The French Version
I believe in. When the time
The Hill agreement to stay at Naco,
and
you
f
1a to be noted today; in the western
.
61 R GETS FORTUNE
Paris Dec. 22. The- French war of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
comes to face a great question there 'not follow Maytorena, when he has
by the Russians is spreading out to
theater warfare of a most stubborn the east and west, according to re- fice tills afternoon gave out an of Railway company was put up at fore
Denver, Dec 22. Charlotte Barth, li but one way to face it. That Is in j withdrawn, has not official confirma-th- e
closure sale and was bid In for $7,. aged 19, will receive ark Income, of
uid laborious kind persists.
ports received ' here from the front. ficial statement as follows :
open. You can not push it aside. (tion, but the plan was to be the fea-- ?
This briefly sums up the etuation The purpose of the German movement
Between the sea and the Lys dur 135,300 without competition by Jame' $5,000 a year from the estatebl- her
"If you are right you should have turo of a' conference today betweea
to
hoQn in the east and in the west
is to debouch to the right of 'the en ing the day of December 21 there was N. Walkie, chairman of the protective grandfather,-- , the late .William Barth, the courage of 'your conviction and' General Hill and. Brigadier General
day,' eo far as has been disclosed by trenched Mazurian lake position and nothing' other than artillery engage committee of holders of four per cent provided the severs at! relations with stand for right Therefore,. I say to Scott, chief of staff of the
:i to reinforce the t.oops in the vicinity ments. Between the Lys ; id the Ainse collateral trust bonds of the Chicago, her stepmother, Mrs. F. B. Brookman. the members who like myself are op- States
the official statements.
army, who came here for the
- The
ultimate outcome of the Ger- ol Thorn for protection against the we repulsed"?. German attacking col Rock Island and Pacific Railroad com Furthermore, if she marries and has.
posed to this resolution, it Is not only purpose of Inducing the Mexican comnee on the umn, which was encreavoring to come pany.- against which tne stock - was children, they will inherit the bulk of your right, but your duty to face this manders to move their conflict away
man advance upon Warsaw Is still continued l??sUs
railroad, out from Carency, ami w took sev collateral.
the estate valued at $3,000,000 with question in the open and give the"
problematical as a decisive conflict
from the United States border. &
'rtiourg
The price for the stock was $10 a the same provision as to Miss Barth
we believe it should not be
baa yet to be fought Although the which is the main strategic line paral- eral houses at Blangy.
The heavy downpour has halted furwhy
An attack of the enemy at Mametz share. The par value Is $100. The sale breaking with Mrs. Brookman. The written Into the fundamental law of ther exchanges of shots between the
Russian center has retired, it has now leling the north Poland frontier.
The Russian successes here not only and the nearby trenches made it Im was regarded in Wall street as anoth Barth will, containing these provis- the land."
been reinforced and is holding tie
Tne trenches of
Mexican factions.
line of the Bzura from its Junction threaten the right of the German
ions, was filed for probate today here.
The debate on the rule has been a Maytorena's troops were flooded an&
possible for our troops to make mar er step In the pending
lake position, but also threaten terial .progress In this direction. In of the Rock Island system.
William Barth's last years were em- running desultory fire, but with con- Hill reported today that tho bodies
with the Vistula.
bittered by prolonged litigation with sideration of the resolution itself the of several slain Indians had been
North of the Vistula, if the reports the left wing of the army operating the region of Llpons three attacks
Mrs. Brookman, the second wife of real heavy artillery was unlimbered. washed down to his lines.
WILL SHE BE DRY?
of the enemy were repulsed.
from Petrograd may be believed, the before Warsaw.
The Bourse Gazette calls Attention
"We made slight gains to the east
Germans have been whipped and
Hobson Demands Passage
Los AngeleB, Calif., Dec. 22. Op his dead son, and her husband. Barth
until to the shifting of the weight of Ger- and to the west Qf Tracy-le-Vand ponents of the Arizona prohibition law accused the Brookmans of trying to
Mr. Hobson led off with an earnest
pushed back over the frontier
LOBERT STILL FREE
man troops from Belgium to the Po- our artillery delivered an effective prepared to complete their arguments secure his fortune.
their line now stretches behind
and dramatic demand for its passage.
22. J. 3. McGraw,
Chicago, Dec.
Lauten-baclish front, but the newspaper favors fire on the plateau of Nouvron.
which is midway between
He declared a state had a right to be manager of the New York Nationals
for an interlocutory Injunction today
ENGINEER IS KILLED
"In the sectors of the Alsne and before the tribunal of the three United
and Niedenburg in east Prussia, the opinion that action means no
"dry" and that the liquor business failed to come to terms- with Hans
Rock Springs, Wyo., Dec. 22. Ed- was an "interstate nuisance" and that
To the south it is contended in Rus- lightening of the task of the allies of Rheims there were artillery en States judges sitting here. They had
Lobert, third baseman for the Phila
sian reports that the movement of the since the withdrawals of Germans from gagements.
43 minutes remaining tn which to con ward Regan, an engineer on Union there had ever bef n a serious conflict
delphia Nationals, today. The
Austrians'" through the Carpathian the western battle front are from
"In Champaigne and D'Argoune in elude the presentation of their case Pacific train No. 19, was killed" early between federal and state laws for were together for mere tbrm an horr
simulparts of the line where elaborate en- the vicinity of Sousain there have Then the state attorney general, Wilev today near Thayer junction when n' protection of the morals of the people. and McGraw was credited with, seedmountains has been defeated
taneously with the defeat of the gar- trenchments are provided, sufficient been violent bayonet engagements E. Jones, and his assistant were to train was struck and overturned by f He portrayed the devastatli? effect ing to keep 1sbert in organized ba rison at Przemysl, which was hurled to withhold the French and British We have not made progress in this re- beem their three hours to arguf freight train which had been derailed of liquor, "a hafcit forming . - v
back after an attempted sortie from forces.
gion. We have occupied in the si- against the issue of an injunction, af- on an adjacent track. No ober perA second ai tempt made by the Aus burbs
sons wepr injured.
three ter which a decision wna expeoe'- this fortress.
of
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I

efficient public servant George W.
Ward." Ward was the steward of the
asylum from the time of Its establish-men- t
until June 13, 1914, when he
dropped dead on the floor at one of
the dances given In the building for
the patients and employes.
The board praises the officials of
the institution for what it terms the
efficient conduction of its affairs.
"We feel gratified in reporting that
the general health of the patients has
been good, and that they have been
properly and humanely cared for in
every respect through the assiduous
efforts of the officers and their corps
of assistants," says the report.

ROSEN WALD'S

EFEN EVENINGS TILL CEHISTUAS

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

Ail Dolls, Toys, and Holiday Goods
33
PYROLIN

Discount

1-- 3

Kid Dolls,

IVORY

Dressed Dolls,
Manicure

sets,

Character Dolls,

Military brushes,
Clothes brushes

KewpIeB,

Manicure

trays,
Coraba and Brushes,

Iron Doll Beds,

Nail Buffers,

Perfumery bottles,

WagonB,
Tool Chests,

Work Benches,

Baby's seta,
Mantle clocks.
Photo frames
Brushed Brass articles,
Jewelry,
Shaving sets,
Smoking sets,

Iron Banks and Safes,
Building Blocks,
A. B. C. Blocks.

all on sale

tale at
SANTA CUAUS 18 AT OUR STOREi
CHILDREN TO SEE HIM,

PER CENT DISCOUNT

two days remain o provide every gift for the glad holiday.
This of all years is one In which no friend should be overlooked. It
is not the amount you pay for the gift that counts, it is the thought-fulnes- s
and the good will expressed, and the remembrance, that are
-

Just

.
appreciated.
There are still multitudes of attractive things

Fur Sets
Fur Sets
.stf
Fvir Sets
$125 Fur Coats
$35 Women's Suits
$15 Women's Suits
$25
$15

--

.

$2

.

...$17.50
$12.50
$15
$10
$5

..

$2.50
$3
$2.25

.

$1.50

$10
$5

$4 Handkerchiefs
$2.50 Handkercttefs
$1 Handkerchiefs

$10
$3.33
$1.33
67o
67c

$1 Brassieres
75c" Brassieres

sort

44c

,

...$BZ.50

Evening Dresses

every

65c La Vallieres
$1.50 Kimonos $7.50 Bath Robes $4 Robe Blanket
$3 Robe Blankets
$1.50 Silk Hosiery
$1 Silk Hosiery
GOc Silk Hosiery
$2 Wool Underwear
$1.25 Wool Underwear
$1.25 Neckwear
75c Neckwear
35c Ribbons
25c Ribbons
10c Ribbons

$7.50
$4.25

$15 Silk Underwear
$5 Silk Underwear
$2 Kid Gloves
$1 Kid Gloves

of

$3 Kimonos

$12.60

.

...

$30 Coatsi
$20 Coats
$10 CoaU
$3 Silk Petticoats
$5 Silk Petticoats
$6 Silk Waists
$4.50 Silk Waists
$3 Silk Waists
$20 Evening Dresses

BOc

Handkerchiefs

$5

.$2.07
$2
$1
67c
34a
$1.34
84c
S4o
50c
24c
17c

7c
$J.67
$1.67
67c

.

25c Handkerchiefs
10c Handkerchiefs -

BOc

34c
17c
7c

BRING

THE

33

style-featur-

at

PER CENT DISCOUNT

3

Just Two Days More

available, at whatever price you wish to pay, that will carry your
message of Christmas cheer wherever you wish it to go.
But, don't waste another hour; come as early as you can tomorrow; so that we may give you good service, and provide all the
missing gifts before you) are rushed and hurried on discovering that
Christmas Is only a few hours away.
$1.50 KnMted Scarfs
$6 Bed Spreads
$3 Bed Spreads
$2 Bed Spreads
$1.25 Bed Spreads
$10 Wool Blankets

$1
$4
$2
$1.34

84c
$6.67
$5
$3.33
$2
$1.34

$7.50 Wool Blankets
$5 Wool Blankets

Blankets . .. .
Blankets
Blankets . ..
COc Towels
25c Towels
$2 Silks
$1.50 Silks
$1 Silks
$8 Leather Bags
$5 Leather Bags
$3 Leather Bags
$2 Leather Bags
$1 Leather Bags
35c Neckpins .

$3
$2
$1

67c
34c
17c
$L33

l

$1

67c
$5.67
$3.33

.

.

$2
$1.33

67c
24c

$1.25

La Vallieres

35c Beads

..

-

.84c
24c

Vanity Boxes
Vanity Boxes'
Girdles .1
75o Gift Neckties
50c Gift Neckties
25c Gift Neckties
$11.50 Suit Cases
.
$7.50 Suit CaBes
$9 Suit Cases
$10 Sweater Coata
$5.50 Smoking Jackets
$13.50 Smoking Jackets
$7.50 Rain Coata
$8 Macklnaws
$12 Macklnaws .
$20 Suits
$15 Suits
$20 Overcoats
$15 Overcoats .

INSANE HOSPITAL

'&.o$enuad6
EatdbliiW

1861

...

BEHIND

,

The board of directors' or the New
Mexico Hospital for the Insane today
submitted its biennual report of the
institution's affairs to the governor.
The board asks for the sum of
0
for a. new building, which, it says,
la imperatively needed. The report
declares that the asylum is badly
overcrowded. One instance is given
showing that a room that should be
occupied by three patients, now has
to contain eight. Every part of the
hospital is in the same condition.
The number of insane committed Is
constantly increasing. Already the
fccard has been
compelled to ask the
judges of the district court to commit
only those who cannot possibly he
tared for elsewhere.
The board has planned a Dew build
t
$50,-O0-

$7.67
$5

.

$6
$4.33

.$3.67
$9
$5

..$5.33

.....$8
$13.33
10

$13.33

c ii r i S t r.i n s

Son

SPIRIT

South Side Plaja

REACHES ITS
CLIMAX

$10

Beaded Apron Tunic in a Party Gown

MEN REPORT THEIR
STORES CROWDED WITH
BUYERS

BUSINESS

The merchants throughout the city
are enjoying the busiest Christmas
week in several years. The stores are
getting crowded and the people are
actually buying, the merchants say,
end not merely "shopping." One of
the big department stores here enjoy
ed the busiest day of its career on
Saturday. Kverybody Is rushed, and
consequently everybody Is happy. Mer
chants eay the higher priced articles
are in demand.
The postoffice is a barometer of the
general conditions in both city and
says that
county. The postmaster
Monday was by far the busiest day
that the East Las Vegas postoffice
has ever known. Over 450 insured
and registered packages were received and dispatched, in addition to 1,000
uninsured parcels that were handled.
The day's cash receipts were larger
than any taken in before, and the bus
iness greatly exceeded that of corre
sponding periods in previous years.
The new arrangements in the local
office proved highly efficient Not
withstanding the rush, patrons were
served quickly and
ngthy delays
were avoided.
The open receiving
window in the rear of the lobby has
enabled the office force to handle the
business axpeditiously and convenient

ing which will contain women patients $65,099.48, more than $5,000 excess iUwCao ,n me
number or patients at
Thia proposed structure will over the appropriation. The
only.
asylum the institution. During that
be erected at a totar cot of $75,000. represents an Investment to the state
period
nave been 202 patients admitted
It will contain 63 rooms for patients, of $275,000. The board asks that the tnere
1 ft UAJ.
ucmg men ana 62 women. The
quarters for attendants, llrion rooms, legislature increase the annual approJaily average number was 266.7. The
bath rooms, etc. To relieve the priation to $75,000. This,
says the re- total number that
received treatment
crowded condition, the board has or- port, is necessary If the
asylum Is to was 457. In 1912. when1 th ino
dered that a section of this building continue its high standard of service.
ly.
should be constructed at once. This
010
.
.
'
Tha
cf
J iu.uun.muK J
Both officials and employes of the
'
that
had
patients
received
attention.
which
will
cost
portion,
$25,000, will of eacn
1913 was mii
.
..
duriner
are praising The Optic for
patient
postoffice
contain 20 rooms for patients, four for $184.63. The cost
" "
uiovutu gou
1914 was as recovered and 24
Us assistance in Inducing the public
during
as
mak.
attendants, four clothes rooms, two
low, being $183.73, ai saving of 90 ing a percentage of 44.6improved,
who were re- to mail packages early and to give
bath rooms and two linen rooms.
cents on each patient The daily cost covered
and improved. In 1912 24 re careful attention to addressing mail
"This new building Is necessary," of each
patient during 1913 was 50.5 covered and eight Improved, a per- matter.
says the report. The board says that cents. The cost during 1914 was 50.3
During 1913 and
it has denied even requisite improve cents. The number of meals served centage of 32.65.
THE SAFETY CONVENTION
1914 78 patients died.
ments to obtain the money needed for during 1913 was 288,969, at a total coat
The matron's report shows that the
Washington, Deo. 22. An attempt
the extra building. It asks that the of $13,376.20. In 1914 there were 295.-10- 2
patients ar doing a considerable led by administration senators to re
legislature grant the sum of $50,000
meals served at a total cost of amount of work.
The number of scind the ratification of the London
for this purpose.
?ib,Od6.41. The average cost of a pieces of
clothing made and mended safety at sea convention because of
Several Improvements are an abso- meal In 1913 was four and
by the (patients during 1913 was 24,- - reservations, which, It was contended
lute necessity, according to the re- cents. In 1914 the patients were fed 114.
In addition to this they rolled nullified the treayt, was defeated to
port "No outside painting has been better, each meal costing five and 10,424 yards of
bandages. In 1914 the day on a parliamentary technicality.
dene for seven years," eaya the board. seven-tenth- s
cents. Total cost of mainpatients made and mended 34,442
It asks for an appropriation of $35,000 taining the patients, Including food,
Pains In Back and Hips
pieces and rolled 11,380 yards of bandfor improvements. Of this amount clothing, care, etc., was $48,728.11 In
ages. Besides this the inmates did
Are an indication of kidney trouble
$14,000 Is needed for the building of 1913 and $49,516.94 In 1914. The total
all the preserving and all the simpler
a warning to build up the weakened
a tunnel for protecting the piping; cost of maintaing the institution, in
kinds of work around the institution.
make them vigorous, rid your
kidneys,
$2,000 is required for improvements cluding the care of the patients and
The board has attended to the lay- blood of acids and
Go to
In the fire alarm system and $4,000 the improvements necessary In the
poisons.
ing out of a beautiful park of four your druggist for
for a sewer system.
Foley Kidney Pills.
brtilding was $59,537.67 la 1913 and acres. This lies in
front of the build- In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Sold In your
The hospital receives from the state $65,099.48 In 1914.
ing, and furnishes, a fine place for the town
by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
the sum of $60,000 annually for mainDuring the period covered by the inmates to take their recreation. This Drug Store
tenance. The cost of maintaining the report, from October 31, 1912, to Oc- has been called
"Ward Park, in honor
Institution during 1914, however, was tober 31, 1914, there has been a
great and in remembrance of a faithful and
Subscribe for The Optic
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ANNUAL REPORT SAYS LARGER
ANNUAL APPROPRITION
IS.
NECESSARY

50c
34c
17c

;

A

'$5,000

...84c

...

The Store with the

compliment to your
intelligence whether you
give it or recieve it.

$1!67'

e

STMAS TRADE

.$1

$1.50
$2.50
$1.25

USEFUL GIFT
Is a

,

-

etc., etc.

Whom Have you Forgotten?

RUNS

s.

Games and Books,
Police and Firemen's Equipment,
Play Aprons,
Rocky Ilirses.

Humidors,
etc., etc.

A

:'

Moving Picture Machines,

Vanities,

$10

...

Magic Lanterns,

Military Sets,

All on

Wheezingl n the lungs indictees t&at
phlegm Is obstructing . the air pasHOREHOUND
BALLARD'S
sages.
SYRUP loosens the phlegm so that it
satin
can be coughed up and ejected. Price THE day has come when dUpiays or black satin vamp and white
to"
beautifully
very
said
plain,
be
Very
quarters.
footwear may
25c, 60c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Emrival displays of Jewelry in brilliance. finished and very elegant the
Central Drug Co. Adv.
combinathis
Is
in
shown
ana
single
Bhoes
press
the
from
dressy
Judging
slippers which fill the show cases of tion.
A third strikingly beautiful
the shoe shops, and those of departslipper has a black satin
ANCIENT CASE IS
ments In the great stores, the adjecwith quarter of white
and
de
in
heel,
used
vamp
been
which
have
tives
in
scribing gowns and hats will nna satin extended over the instep and
The edges of the slipper
in the future
associated
themselves
FINALLY SETTLED with clothing for the feet. It will strap are bound with black satin and
is fastened with
require them to convey any idea of this new creation
buckle of brilliant rhinestone
the daintiness and brilliance that
SUPREME COURT HANDS DOWN characterize the newest footwear for at the side. One may have it in all
black or all white, either of them
DECISION IN THE DE BACA-ROTevening.
not
MATTER
Black patent leather combinations handsome enough but having
with white kid make up a great num- quite the snap of black and white and
rhinestone In conjunction.
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 22. The fol ber of the handsomest slippers. But,
Next comes a quiet model In bronze
combinations
are
there
besides
these,
lowing opinion was handed down by of
a tongue embroidered
bronze, gold and silver with fab kid having
and then a tango
the supreme court today:
bronze
with
beads,
leath
these
fancy
rics and slippers of
No. 1696. Trinidad G. de Baca, ap ers alone, as well as slippers made or tie In bronze laced across the instep
ties about the
pellant, vs. Peter Roth, et al., appel fabrics alone. The array Is dazzling with ribbon which
to
are
be had in other
These
ankle.
of
bewildering,
In
and
lees. San Miguel county.
variety
point
Just now there is a liking for white materials and colors.
This action was brought May 6th,
Less showy, a slipper In dull kid Is
1889.
On December 10, 1910, It was eat)n on which gold or silver figures
deshaped and supplied with
exquisitely
embroidered
in
are
thrown
up
stricken from the locket with leave to
across the Instep. The
four
straps
small
finished
with
These are
is
reinstate. On May 16, 1911, on mo signs.
but most brilliant buckles of rhine-stone- toe and straps are beaded. Thia
in white or in bronze, with
made
detion of plaintiff's attorney it was re
such
slippers
Certainly
instated upon condition that It be "dis serve to be called confections in foot beads to match. Tben comes a marvel
and gold brocade and
posed of within six months or stand wear. But to get any mea 01 me va- in white satin
It an array of plain satin opera
after
the
confronts
which
purchaser,
a
dismissed."- On December 30, 1911,
riety
in a single show case slippers in all the evening colors.
judgment of dismissal was entered Just the display
Truly she who is looking for someto give a clear idea
described
be
may
which recited the previous orders relafor this thing new and beautiful In slippers
of the leading
tive to the case and that the order of season.
will have no trouble in finding all that
too.
May 16, 1911, had not been compiled
First there is a satin novelty called she is looking for, and more, filled
with.
the Poinciana slipper. It is a plain, For there are other showcases
beautifully shaped model with short with other slippers. BOTTOMLEY.
Judgment of the court below was
JULIA
vamp, somewhat pointed toe and
French heel. At the back the satin
Blue and Black Tulle.
extends upward to the ankle, where
A black satin evening gown has
it Is fastened to a velvet band. This
There are
bend encircles the ankle, fastening very attractive sleeves.
1,1111
with two small pearl buttons at the deep blue tulle foundation sleeves that
side. One may choose this slipper reach over the hands, and over these
In white satin with black velvet col shirred sleeves, equally long, of black
lar, black satin with white velvet col tulle.
lar, silver cloth with black velvet, or
The soft folds of tulle and chiffon at
In all black.
Next to it stand the Empress, quite present introduced on the bodices are
deserving of its royal name with wonderfully becoming.
H

Hat pin holders, etc.
Sterling Silver articles,

x-j-

'

Hook and Ladder Trucks,

Medicine bottles,

3

'

Trains,
Fire Engines,

Powder boxes,

33

'

'.

Toy Dishes,
Aluminum Dishes,

Boudoir clocks,

Dainty Footwear for Evening

black-and-wbi- te

--

Toy Stoves,

Hair receivers,

,

-

.

Doll Furniture,

Hand mirrors,

,

;

Doll Buggies,
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SUCH a pretty party

gown, In which
of those beaded garnitures is
featured, is shown here. The bodice
and apron-tunic- ,
of beaded net, is a
new development, of the ready-mad- e
bodice and tunie affairs that have
bo delightfully helped out in the making of evening gowns. The straight-hangin- g
front, with frill of lace falling
below the waist line, is the most
of style touches. ,Tuet now fashion
does nothing to the waist line but
ignore It She would like to have all
her devotees forget it, and a great
number of them do.
The dress is of crepe de chine made
with straight-hanginskirt with some
drapery near the bottom where the
left side vanishes under a hemmed
bias edge at the right. The bodice Is
the simplest imaginable, a "baby
waiet" that is, a plain gathered front
and back with short plain sleeves. It
Is merely a foundation and background
for the beaded bodice of the tunic.
g

The sleeves are finished with a nai
row spangled band like that at the
elde of the apron-tunic- .
The bodice of the tunic covers the
underbodice back and front, A narrow

fringe of beads finishes the short

sleeves. At the back the bodice may
be finished with a girdle or the frill of
lace, somewhat scantier In fullness,
may be extended around the figure. A
flat tassel of beads finishes each side
of the tunic at the bottom.

These beaded garments are shown
all the light colors and in black.
Black and sliver and black and gold
on black net are among the showiest.
Gold net with gold spangles and beads
is in high favor. The tunic and drese
match in color, as a rule.
The small corsage bouquet of satin
roses worn at one side of the lace frill
is a 'detail that should not be overlooked. It is much more than a detail in the costume.
In

JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
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exceptions be extended terest from December 11, 1912; and
Tell
further that the plaintiff L. B. Craig
In the case of the United Stale3 of recover from Joseph E. Pennock and
Friend
InAmerica, to the use of John Douglas the surety company $151.45 with
company, a corporation, plaintiff, vs. terest from June 24, 1913; and further
- the Fidelty and Deposit company, of that Hallock and Howard Lumber
Maryland, a corporation, the couu ad- company recover from. Joseph E. Pen0
judged plaintiff $1,899.90 with interest nock and from the surety company
.f
from March 1, 1911, in the sum ot $2271.40 with interest from June 30,
Roswell
$43.18. The defendant excepted to the j 513, and .further that the
Jos
from
recover
Lumber
company
ruling.
M. Cress and S. IE. eph E. Pennock and the surety comcase
of
J.
In
the
FOR
FEDERAL
LEAVES
JUDGE
Experience is or should be our best
,
.
.
J
'
J
Harding, a partnership, vs, R. M. Mat-tox- pany $1744.40 with interest from June IKt.""
GEORGIA, WHERE HE WILL
.
and noblest of all sacriiices, the
Interthe
J.
that
M.
and
1913,
9,
and
Mattox,
R,
further,
individually,
of
for
the
life
should
SPEND CHRISTMAS
others,
struggle
venor, the Kemp number company, have a bettor Idea of helpful influence
H, Clark and T. H. Smalling, a
who theorize from observation.
deefndants, the court ruled recover from Joseph E. Pennock and than thoserata
when a prospective grandAt any
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 22. Before
Inwith
$574.64
tue
recover
the
company
$1420,
that
surety
plaintiffs
mother urges her daughter to do as she
leaving Albuquerque, United States
7,
thiB
from
on
use
"Mother's Friend," there la
terest
February
the jury In
did to
$561.99
District Judge William H. Pope signed amount awarded by
to believe It the right advice.
costs.
1913 and costs. To all of the rulings reason
as
$2983.41
with
case
"Mother's Friend" is an external ap- an order in the matter of Monte L.
expectant mothers. Its pur
of the court the respective parties by i pllcation-fo- r
Roswell Postoffice Case
Powell and Minn's A. Powell, individpose Is to rurnisn pliancy to tne muscles,
counsel
excepted.
their
duly
in
final
court
decree
the
the strain on the cords and
Tne
to
take
away
signed
doing
ually, and as a
Fort Sumner Case
ligaments, to relieve the tension of nerves
business as the Powell Drug com- the case of the United States of Amerand tendons so apt to provoke or agIn the matter of Ralph L. Peck, gravate nausea, morning
Rjs-ve- ll
sickness, twitch-lng- s
pany, bankrupts, instructing the Am- ica for the use and benefit of the
of the limbs and so on.
Lumber company, a corporation; plaintiff vs. the Fort Sumner Land
erican Trust and Savings Bank to deAlthough, in the nature of things, a
and Canal company, et al., defend woman
would use "Mother's Friend" but
liver to B, Ruppe, trustee, the property L.' B. Craig and 6. W. Nations, coand
but
Trust
Savings
Colonial
rarely, yet so effective has it been
the
ants,
the
under
business
105
partners
doing
of the candy factory located at
found that this
remedy is on sale
Bank and I. C. Rose having been re- In most drug splendid
stores throughout the
South Fifth street In Albuquerque, and firm name of Craig and Nations;
been
has
States.
the
It
proper United
prepared by
from all interest in
that he, Ruppe, shall determine the L. B. Craig and the Hallock and How-ai- d leased
Regulator Co., 406 Lamar BldR.,
of Bradfleld Ga.,
and advertised by us for
Atlanta,
Lumber company, a corporation, ty, it is ordered that the balance
sale of said property. The rent due
fine record
$6,429 in their hands be delivered to over forty years. This is a
Simon Stern is declared a first lien plaintiffs, vs. J. K and A. L. Penno-- k,
for such a special remedy and the gratetrustee.
the
who is
are Just as
ful letters received
upon the funds from tfie sale of the being the name and style under which plaintiff,
appreciative as were those of years ago
and
does
H.
Sibusiness,
Pennock
are supmethods
but
stock
Joseph
and
that
notwithstanding
fixtures,
drug store,
A BRAVE SPY
posed to have greatly advanced. Ask at
mon Stern's claim affecting the stock the Title Guaranty and Surety comthe drns store for a bottle of "MothWs
the
Geneva, Dec. 22. The story of how Friend," It Is worth while.
of the candjr store Is reserved for fu- pany, a corporation, defendants,
met
death,
and
braved
a
German
spy
Kemp Lumber company, intervenor.
ture consideration by the court.
t
to as told by a French officer, is publisheThis suit was over a
In the matter of Hoggson Brothers
pushed him aside and entered the ard- by the Journal de Geneve.
.plaintiffs, vs. the First National Ban t erect a postoffice and court hoase at
tillery
park. The "officer" declared
When von Kluck'B army was noa,
of Roswell, defendant, coming up .on Roswell and defendant was alleged to
lie w ould return soon and; said, not to
of
artillery
motion of plaintiff, it is ordered that have given a surety bond of $57,000 Paris a large number
disturb (he commandant. After disexecuted by tha Title Guaranty and pieces were collected in the nortn of
the motion be sustained.
who
the capital to resist the attack. Early missing the sentry, the colonel,
The court ordered the cause set for Surety company.
finhis
had,
already
hastily
suspicions,
lu
colonel
French
one
morning the
The court oidejed that plaintiff 3, L.
a hearing on the motion of plaintiff
ished
out
to
the
toilet
and
his
walked
when the sen
to settle the bills of exception on Feb- R., Craig and G. AW Nations recover command was shaving,
a
were
about
there
where
grounds
an
officer
room
entered the
saying
ruary 8, 1015, at Las Cruces, and that from defendant Joseph E. Pennock and try
hundred guns of all calibre. There he
had
pasa-wortne
had
who
forgotten
the time of plaintiff to settle and il!e the Surety company $712.06, with in
met the stranger and asked him his
regiment
"You see by my uniform (which was
new) I belong to the military staff and
I am attached to the headquarters at
Paris," ho replied.
"Well, let us count the pieces," the
Frenchman said.
"Un, deux, Tois " the spy started.
"No, no ," said the French colonel,"
let us say It 'first, second and third.' "
The French officer had a purpose.
It is a we.ll known fact that sometimes
a German, however well (educated, has
difficulty in pronouncing in French
"
(twenty-ninth- )
the worda
without revealing his nationality. The two v'a with the "t" be?
tween them, prove a stumbling block.
was
SALE
purposely
When the staff captain pronounced
to give you the opportunity to save
two weeks ahead so
the wordsi the colonel drew a revolver
and ordered the sentry to arrest him.
ones.
loved
on
for
your
money
"Send this 'thing to my parenta"
men said. A few hours later the
- both
best shown
and rugs is
said the la.ttr. - J'Good-bye- "
Our Immense selection of new
said.. A few hours later the
both
highest.
in town. All
designs and
German was shot.
their bill of
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Our clearing prices are now less than half of former prices and this
is reason enough why you should buy here.

Best For Kidneys Says Doctor
Dr. J. T. R. Neal, Greenville, So.
Car., says that In his 30 years of ex-

perience be has found no preparation
for the kidneys equal to Foley Kidney
Fills. In 60c and $1.00 sizes. Best you
can buy for backache, rheumatism,
kidney and bladder ailments. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

Our courteous treatment and free delivery make it a pleasure as well
as a convenience to buy here.

1914.

22,

TH3

lished at Springfield, Ohio, prints In
the c rrent issue of that periodical the
follow!og interesting facts about the
disease:
"It Is war.
disease exploded In
the neighborhood of Chicago like a
shell from a Krupp howitzer,
and blew to pieces the livestock business of Illinois, Michigan,
Indiana,
Pennsylvania, and Ohio. It shattered
things In a dozen other states, for
when the stock yards are closed in
Chicago, Indianapolis, and Buffalo the
whole live stock business feels it.
"Europe Is the normal home of this
disease, which Is caused by a germ
too small to be filtered out of a liquid.
or to be seen In the mlscroscope. It
is violently contagious, but only modani
erately fatal to the cloven-hoofemals subject to it; and It is incur
able.
It causes infected animals to
waste to skeletons and a considerable
proportion of them to die.
J. "It is caught through the hides, hair.
mouth secretions, or milk of Infecti
ed animals.
"It Infects human beings, especially
children. A child 111 with footand-moutdisease is taken with fever and
vomiting, and with small sores like
fever blisters inside the cheeks jmd
on the tongue. It is not a very severe
disease for human beings except In
exceptional cases. Milk may be made
safe against this Infection by Pasteuri-aztloof the temperature of 145 degrees for 30 minutes.
"The live stock infected are Incur
able, and should all be killed and their
carcasses burled.
"This is the worst outbreak of foot- h
disease in the history of the
United States, and tlje control of it
means a war In which many of us will
be losers and most of us feel the. in
convenience." ;
Sugar Will be High
According to estimates of the sugar
beet crop in the United States for 1914
published in the current issue of Farm
and Fireside the product will be
tonB short of the 1913 crop. The
chances are that sugar will be one of
the last food products to go down In
price.
"Foot-and-mout-

HELPLESS AS BABY

Down in Mind

tnd What Helped Her.

h

d

Unable to Wort,

Summit Point, W. .Va. Mrs. Anttfl
Belle Emey, of this place, says: "1 suffered for 15 years with an awful pain in
my right side, caused from womanly
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but without success. I suffered so very much,
that I became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. I was in the worst kind
of shape, was unable to do any work.
I began taking Cardul, the womar's
tonic, and got relief from the very first
dose. By the time I had taken 12 bottles, my health was completely restored.
1 am now 48
years years old, but feel at
good as 1 did when only 16.
Cardul certainly saved me from losing
my mind, and 1 feel it my duty to speak
In its favor. I wish I had some power
over poor, suffering women, and could
make uiem Know tne good it would do

In the Servian Home.
The Servian is seen at his bent In
family life. Nowhere is the blood tin
so strong as among the Serbs or rev
erence for parents more real. When
a Servian peasant quarries he dous
not leave home, but brings his wife
into the "zadruga" or family tribe,
often comprising as many as a hundred persons, ruled over by a family
chief. This chief keeps the money,
makes the purchases, and decides the
minutest details of family life, and
on his death a successor is appointed
by the vote of the grown-umales of
the "zadruga."
The whole family does not always,
of course, live in one building, but it
lives together in adjoining houses,
sometimes occupying a whole street
Imagine enduring the proximity and
perpetual criticism of such an array,
of mother-in-law- ,
aunts, cousins, eta.
and you gain some Idea of the general
equanimity of the Servian
p

them."

Childish Reasoning.
neighborhood meeting had bee
peculiar to women, it will certainly be
called, in a rural district, to pray for
worth your while to give Cardui a trial.
and a sweet little maid trudged!
rain,
It has been helping weak women for
down the hot and dusty road bearing
more than 50 years, and will help you,
a huge umbrella.
too.
"Why, Jennie!" exclaimed a surTry Cardui. Your druggist sells it.
elder, overtaking the child,
prised
WHtUt! Chattanoof Madlcina Co., Ladiof1
"why don't you open your parasol and
tdvisorr Dept. Chattanoora, Twin., (or Sftcimt
tnttnutisut on your eaa and
book, "Horn
protect yourself from the sun?"
Traatmtnt tor Woman,'' In plain wrapper. H.O. IS)
"I didn' bring It for the sun," came
the quiet answer, "I brought it for
the rain. It our prayers are going
has accumulated evldenco that will to be answered, I'll need
it, and If,"
create a sensation when it becomes Beeing the elder's eyes twinkle, "we
known.
don't expect an answer, why do we
Another interesting visitor of the take the time to pray?"
museum was Professor A. H. Garner,
Didn't Want It to Be Public.
who gained popular fame some years
Miriam had picked un some bad
ago through his studies to determine
whether monkeys have means of com- words from the workmen emrjloved
munication with each other through about the place, and her mother,
a serious lecture on the
what might be considered rudiments' giving her
assured
her that such lansucject,
of language and who traveled exten
guage greatly displeased her heavensively in Africa and South America in ly father. The next day she was surhis research work. He is on his way prised to see Miriam rush to her room,
to visit htfl brother in Pasadena, CaL throw herself down beside the bed
to
Others who registered wiere J. H. Dor-se- y and begin
whisper furiously
and wife of Arborville, Neb., and to the curtained dimness beneath.
"I'm so mad I Just can't help swearW. F. Hogan of the Ortiz mine grant.
ing," explained Miriam, an exnlana.
tion being demanded, "and I don't
PLENTY TO EAT
want God to boar'"
Havre, Dec 22. A French officer
American Coinage.
writes his family in Normandy of the
More than once the government ha
he
his
way
the
in
and
comrades
fare
Lame back may come from oversought to obtain more artistic desigsa
trenches.
work, cold settled In the muscles of
for our coinage. Why, they have asked,
"We
lack
nothing," he says. "For should we not have as beautiful coin
the back, or from disease. In the two
former cases the rtght remedy is three days I have eaten delicious beef as those of Greece in the fourth cenBALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It a la mode, which they brought me tury before Christ? One reason is be
should be rubbed in thoroughly over cold In a little pot This I have heat cause we desire "low relief," that is.
the affected part, the relief will be ed up in the trenches under a couple figures that will not come out higher
than the edges, so that our coins wilt
prompt and satisfactory. price 25c, of candles, hanging the pot on a bay- tack. Moreover,
the modern col
onet.
a
brother
officer,
Testerday
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
loses lest ty abrasion than the ancient.
who
was
examining' the German Thus the Interests of beauty and utilCentral Drug Co. Adv..
trenches with my field glasses, told
Und In conflict and this la fc
ma he could see the smoke of a Ger ity
THE SALAZAR CASE s
practical age. Nevertheless, our mia
man bivouac in a little neck of woods has offered from time to time coin
Santa Fe, Dec. 22. Plato llonteom-- behind their trenches. The Inference professing an esthetic appearance, am
cry of Washington, D. C a special was they- - were cooking dinner. Five witness the gold pieces designed by
agent of the department of justice, minutes later a shell from our 75 fell Saint Gaudens a few years ago. Witk
was a visitor of the New Mexico mu- on the spot where we sighted the reference to the new nickel pieces
seum today. Mr. Montgomery, it is smoke, and the German .pots, pans and there seems to be a difference of opinion as to Its beauty. Popular
believed, ia ferreting out the inside food went scattering in the air, while
details of the escape of General Jose two German cooks were chased into
Inez Salazar from the county iail at the canaL where we followed them
Old Albuquerque,, and it ,1a rumored fJwith.our .rifle lire."j-:!ijioi ) : Read The Optic Want Ada
If you suffer from

any of the ailments
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VHY DELAY? COME TODAY! READ THE BARGAINS
CURRENT
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$18.00

$45.00 Buffets now $24.75

.
Dressers now

$15.00

now

$27.00 Dressers now $14.85

Buffets now. $21.00

$29.50

$28.00 Buffets now $14.75

Roc,ers.....$

$20.00 Rockers.
$30.00

.

7.75

Tables

$45 Dvpts. $29.50

OFF

nail Trees

55

"

32.50

60

"

41.50

now... .. $10.75
$13.85
$24
Half Racks at Cost

PAGE

GIUGth Strczt

$17.50

Costumers now

$1.98

Sets

SPECIAL AT
$4.95

former prices

RUGS

.

$18.00 (room
size)
Bruss. Rugs now $10 75
$30.00 (room size)
Velvet Rugs now $19.75
$35.00 (room size)
Asm. Rugs now.. $21.75
$40.00 (room size)

Wilton Velvet Rugs
now .....,..,....$29.75

33o
' The

Fuaniture Polish
best ever" now

19c per bottle

MD

One of James Montgomery Flagg's
New Year's Resolutions
In the January American Magazine
James Montgomery Flagg writes an
amusing piece entitled "Four Easy
New year's Resolutions" and accompanies it with his own drawings. One
of his resolutions la not to give away

TELEPHONE SETS

a

FREE FR.EE
A

Kissel's Carpel Sweeper

FREE with every Rug.

UNDERTAKING

5. LEVIES, FJgr.
THE STORE OF
GREATER

Brass Beds now

lableS

Wizard

Em

?12.50

SEE OUR SPECIAL FOR

quart, Special at

FURU1TURE

EVENINGS
UNTIL
CHRISTMAS

$4-0-

'

OFF

OPEN

$16.85

65 Water Kettles hold 6

50

nov

Smoking

OAK HEATERS

$18 Hall Trees

$ 9.75

Chiffoniers

Specials in our
Housefurnishing
Department

DAVENPORTS

Brass Beds now

$25 BraB8 Beda
$35

4

Dining

former prices,

BED

Dressing

'

of

at les than

. . .$12.85

$ 7.85

$11.75

now

$19.75

ChmrS

Rockers..... $16.75

50

Dressers now

Bed Room

Odd Rockers
$15.00

$35.00

.. .

$18

Cuiiionisrs

SjjiO.uO

$39.00

Chiffoniers

now

$10.75

f

Brass Beds

Chiffoniers

Dressers

Buffets

VALUES

CO,
OPEN EVENINGS
UNTIL
CHRI8TMAS

MAGAZINES

.

to irritation and bars: like a sea-lio- n
except:
'When Central' finally answers af
ter I have been Jiggling the whatcher- maycallit for seven minutes and 1 say:
'Why didn't yo answer?' and she re-replles, 'Whatnumberd'y'want What
numberd'y'want?'
"When a bootblack takes one of my
boots In which there happens to be a
foot and turns It sharply at right angles when I am not looking.
"When I have been exceedingly cordial to a stranger calling on me and
wondering who the doooe this agreeable and charming gentleman can be
only to find out that he wants to Bell
me not only the 'Toilers of the Sea,'
but all the rest of Kipling's works!
"When I have to watch the madden
ing precision with which the porter
on the Pullman makes up the nlno
berths ahead of me.
"When a large bunch of a theater
audience applauds excitedly an outrageously Art Nutteau stage setting
with the fond notion it is showing iits
cultured taste.
"When the meter on a taxi turns
over another decimal at the moment
of stopping at the door.
"When my wife says 'What?' when
she knows that I know that she heard
me the first time."
Interesting Facts About the
War
Herbert Quick, editor of Farm and
Fireside, the national farm paper pub
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is well educated for.hl3 life work. The
English speaking fanners are finding
his advice timely and valuable. If there is not an improvement in
San Miguel and Mora sounty agricul-

WM

tural conditions, it will not bo the I!
fault of Professor GonzaleB. The
CO.
farmers should feel free to ask his
advice. He may be .found every Sat
urday in Room fi, Commercial club
During the remainder of
Editor quarters.
he
each week
spends his time in visfarmers.
the
iting

i

L
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sibillty, but if anything of this sort is
contemplated, the plan is known only
to Thaw and his counsel. The order
for his removal Is not expected until
the 30 days of grace permitted in
such cases have elapsed.
Thaw waB enjoying today the same
restricted liberty that has been his
since he was placed In the custody
cf Sheriff Holman Drew of Coos county.
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PADGETT

ON ALL

Into a machinists' war of subma
Entered, &t the pos tort ice at East rines and Jack Johnsons and barbed- Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans wire
traps and treacherous mines and
mission through the United States
armored engines and other hideous
aila as second class natt..
contrivances, 40 men ot the Emden
injected something of the
s
TERMS OF SUBSCRITION
and
spirit ofx
.
ea'rnd'HhMiks.
Oally, by Carrier
They have
.05
Per Copy
They were ashore' with three offi
.16 cers and a pair of machine guns, No
One Week..........
.65 vember 10, whan the ' Emden
was
One Month..
tM smashed by the Sydney.; So they seiz
One Yea...;.....,.
Daily,' by Mail
ed a little schooner belonging to the
One Year (In advance).... ....... $6.00 king of the Cocoa Islands himself a
3.00 romantio
their
Cix Months (In advance)
character shipped
7.00 Mavims and were away with full w
One Year (in arrears)
3.50
to
ix Months (in arrears)
an hasty; (provisioning
Then
seek adventure.
they captured
a collier with more provisions and
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
scuttled the schooner. Their cruise
GROWER
not last long neither schooner
could
$2.00
One Year
could show her heels to
nor
collier
1.00
ix Months...,
the slowest gunboat; nor could they
do much damage enough will be done
(Cash In Advance for Mail
in this war without them. But at least
Subscriptions.)
they had for some weeks a lovely
Remit by check, era ft or money ciuise
upon sunlit seas and, as we
rder. If sent otherwise we will not all heard recently, a fair capture
e responsible for loss.
at the end.
Specimen copies free on application.
How Stevenson would have rejoiced
a
rftlrfny the tale of "the 43 men of
AT the Einden, who in a better day would
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
have turned pirate and lived happily
PAID FOR
ever after! Is there no one left to
scan their log and get the poetry out
of it for a weary world of war-sicAdvertisers are guaranteed the readers?
largest dailr and weekly circulation
o
of any newspaper in northern New

at

Beginning Today

.

J)ur Men's and Boys'

old-tim- e

sea-rover-

ten-but- ts

k

OUK BEST RAILROAI
INVESTMENT

Mexico.

TELEPHONES
Main 2
Main 9

Business Office..,
Mews Department
TUESDAY,

DUCBMBETCi"

22,

1914.

It was seven below zero in Denver
i- unday"
night, according to the newspapers of that city. In Las Vegas it
v. as almost warm
enough to go without an overcoat.

o

THIS

ItlGIlT MAX

lu selecting Professor M. It.
xales for agricultural expert and adviser to the farmers of San Miguel
ud Mora counties the'New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Art chose the right man for the place.
The commissioners of both counties
are congratulating themselves upon
having had sufficient foresight to realize the wisdom ot making an appropriation toward paying the salary ot
such a man. Professor Gonzales has
Seen at work only a few weeks, but
3ic has succeeded, in that brief time.
In accomplishing a great deal ot good.
Spanish is his native language and
lie is an invaluable adviser, of the
Spanish-America- n
farmers, whom he
liopes to assist in raising better crops
and better livestock. Professor
also speaks English fluently and
Gon-ssal-

Approving a substantial increase of
railroad freight rates in eastern tes
ritory, the interstate commerce commission did what it might properly
have done in August when it refused
the advance except in the west, says
the New York World; Unhappily for
all concerned, the decision at that
time, long delayed, came at the beginning of the greatest of wars and
attended prostrate exchange and cred
it and paralyzed commerce and in
:.
v"--v;dustry.
What was denied then is gramca
now chiefly because of war's effects
upon capital, never more in demand
by our transportation interests than
now. While on, new Reason is thus
given for the action' taken, the argu
ments presented earlier retain
all
their original force.
No matter howi big the bag may be,
If empty it Is 'hard for it to stand
straight. Land transportation is our
greatest single industry. We have In
round numbers 230,000 miles of track.
In this business there is in investThe
ment of at least $18,000,000,000.
number of employes normally is not
less than' 1,700,000, who with their
families and dependents represent perhaps 7 or 8 per cent, of our population.
Many things besides war have helpThere have
ed to empty the bag.
been numerous instances of radical
lawmaking by states affecting earn- -

.''

--

7

Overcoat and Suit Sale
Still Continues

fr ri

ww

yrri7T4:

Washington, Dec.

22.

Senate: Met

noon.

A Parker

After brief transaction of routine
business went into an executive session.
A proposal to rescind the recent ratification of the London safety at sea
convention was beaten.
Senator Works introduced a bill to
appropriate $400,000, for an aviation
corps training station at San Diego

'""Yt

bay.

Lucky Curve
Fountain

PEN
Guaranteed

.

Senator Lodge introduced a bill to
annul contract Jabor law provisions
which might,
prevent
Belgians
taking
.
.
.
.
,
J. tip Aiiiricn tarm. lanus or immigrat
of
becoming cit
ing, with the; intention

By

.

TAUPERTS

Izeiis.

mam

Hearings were continued on the
water power site land leasing bill.
Senator Pomerene introduced 4 bill
authorizing the governor of Ohio to
give unserviceable clothing of the
ings as well a.s outlays. Wages have
guard to destitute striking
risen. Taxes have risen. J With the JEROME WILL PUT
miners.
states beating down rates ,knd adding
'The national forest conservation
to expenses by demands for improved
commission asked that its work be
THAW IN TOMBS extended until 1920 at the rate of $2,- service or for the relief of employes
.
or communities, and no help appear000,000 a year.
ing at Washington, the railroads have'
Adjourned at 1:35 o'clock to noon
approached the point of collapse, part- INDICATES HE WILL NOT PERMIT Wednesday.
MAN TO GO LOOSE ON
ly because they had deficient earnlnga
House: Met at 11 a. m.
and partly because, with credit necBAIL
Passing a rule for consideration of
essarily impaired, they could borrow
the.Hobson resolution for a constituNew York, Dec. 22. William Trav-er- s tional amendment for national prohi
only on difficult terms.
The new decision is expected to
Jerome was unprepared today to bition, proceeded to eight hours de
add many millions a year to the reve say when the legal machinery for the bate with prospects of an aye and no
nues of the railroads involved, but extradition of Harry IC Thaw from vote tonight
of much greater importance than this New Hampshire to this state would
is the sentimental effect of it. We be put in motion. He indicated that
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
now perceive that public regulation he had reason to believe that Thaw's
New
York, Deo. 22. Virtually all of
need not always be minatory. Some attorneys would start new habeas corstocks yielded to further
speculative
times it may be Just and generous. pus proceedings in New Hampshire
pressure
selling
today, under leaderocrates
cut
can
a
be
that
may
The power1
and that he feared it might
long
of
other favorites. New
steel
and
ship
casionally increase1 them. Our num- tme before Thaw saw the inside of
current movement
low
records
the
for
erous legislatures and commissions the Tombs prison, where it )4 planned
are not invariably to tap the bag. to keep iim- pending his trial on the were general.
Closing sales were at the following
When circumstances admit of it, they charge'of conspiracy to escape from
figures:
for
it.
the
the JVlatteawan state hospital
may put something into
52
Amalgamated Copper
There can be no question that the Jiisan., I j?
108
American
Sugor
Refining
hardships suffered by transportation,
92
Atchison
due in no small measure to its own
Thaw Will Fight
32
Chino
Copper
Manchester,;' N. H. Dec, 22. Harry
fault, are responsible for a considerrecent
business
our
K. Thaw soon will make another fight
able portion ot
When an interest so great to establish his sanity, in the opinion
as this is afflicted for ..any cause, the of acquaintances. The opportunity,
effects must be felt In every walk of it is expected, .would be afforded when
life. If it suffers unjustly the con- Thaw is returned to Kew York state
sequences are certain- to be all the to "auswer" tfie indictment charging
more deplorable.
conspiracy, to escape from the insane
With larger earnings, the railroads asylum at Matteawan.
should have improved credit. With
The plans of the fugitive's counsel
improved credit, the expansion im- are closely guarded, nut it was inti
peratively needed to keep pace with mated today that the efforts of the
the growth of the country ought no New York authorities to prove Thaw
longer to he restricted. With a bet- was competent to commit an illegal
ter understanding between the people arct might be forced by the defen.-jthe evidence could
and the corporations as masters and i tos a. point-wher- e
servants, the comparatively small in- I be used to prove that he was absolute- crease in the price of transportation Mir onjio-- Thaur It tviin ctnlri wnn rnn.
TH
which is now to be added to the bur- Istantlyvin touch with his chief coun
dens of consumers may easily prove sel, former Secretary of State Philanto be the best of all the many in- der C. Knox, who was at his country
vestments that we have publicly made home at Valley Forge, Pa., today,
in railroad enterprises.
Thaw's secretary intimated that Mr,
i,
Knox might come to Manchester. It
Jerry Leahy arrived in Las' Vegas was also suggested that a further
on train No. 1 today from Raton. Mr. move to delay the execution of the
Leahy, who is a brother of Judge order of the United States supreme
David J. Leahy of this city, will spend court for the removal of Thaw to New
York was within the range of pos- the holidays here.
-

-
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TODAY IN CONGRESS

GOODS

Tit UK KOVEK3 OP THE SEA

i

s

OnmP'
Northern Pacific
Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Seel, pfd.. .'.

isM

In the oats crowd most of traders
were on the selling side.
82 &
Provision's developed firmness in
2
sympathy with the hog market. The
..'.."48
closing quotations werer
I
. .'.'i09
. .
Wheat, Deo. 1.26; jHay'l.28.
Corn, Dec. 65; May
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Oats, Dec.
May 5278.
Chicago, Deo. 22. Selling today on
Pork, Jan. 18.62; May $19.12.
99

....144

71.

48;

the part of houses that usually act
for exporters had a tendency to discourage bulls in wheat. After open
off to
up, quotations,
ing
hardened a trifle, , and. then suffered
a setback all around to well below
last night's level. The close was
to 2
net advance.
strong at 1
Corn swayed with wheat. ,The open
to
cent
ing, which ranged from
higher, was followed by a sag that
more than offset all the gain. The
to
close was strong
cent
.
net higher.

Lard, Jan. $10.40; May
Ribs,

.Jan.

$10.20;

May

$10.57.
$10.57.

CITY LIVE STOCK

KANSAS

Kansas City, Dec. 22. Hogs, receipts
'
11,000.
Market, steady. Bulk $6.95
7.15; heavy $7.107.20; pigs $6.25
6.85.
Cattle, receipts 5,000. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $9.2510.25; western steers $79.25; calves $69.25.
Sheep, receipts 6,000. Market steady.
Laliibs $7. 80S. 50; yearlings $6.50
'

7.03:'

;
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40

DECEMBER 24th.
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ACCORDING TO OUR ANNUAL CUSTUM

XMAS SPECIALS
OF

U2 OFF

OFF

1-- 2

ALL

1--

should be Music in

A VICTROLA

WE WISH you a Herry

r
A CHRISTMAS GIFT

Christma)nd

Year, and thanks to your faithful Patronage, we are able to offeiyou
over

it you
Pieces
The
in
ourLine.
better
go
will realize the Uselessness of sending out of Town for anything
NOW.
us
on
select
with
to
let
the
Presents
don't
have
you
26th,
give your
first, you
this Year a Bigger, Better and moreVaried Selection than we ever did before. After looking

For every Member of

.JEWEL

f

If

i'
OF THE 'YEAR

.

From $15.00 to S75W
612J4 Douglas Ave

EyeryHome on

Christ-ma-s

Morning"

mill

Will there

ht,

; VIGTROLA

We Have in Stock

Machines

73

yy

the Family
EVERY DAY

"The Gift Store with the Xmas Spirit"

OFF

Of all Toys and Dolls

OF ALL SUITS

FURS

3

f Ml

In your Home this
.
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Give Useful Xmas Presents

A FEW
i

DECEMBER

We

i

EATH

Grry the largest line of Neckwear ir
WILSON

ROBES,

SILK SUSPENDERS,
PRESIDENT SUSPENDERS.

-

MACKINAW COATS,
HOUSE SLIPPERS,

We Will HoLve

300 MEPill OliilING

a Fine Lot of

Hill AliUA PURA

Christmas Trees
Wreaths of all Kinds
Holly

-

COMPANY

Mistletoe

the daughters, heard the shots fired
her brother and rushed to his aid.
With a silver-backehair brush she
beat ht eburglar upon the head as he
struggled to free htmself from the
grasp of her wounded brother. The
burglar finally brok away from the
grip of young Alexander and his sister, and escaped.
Alexander practiced law in DallaB
ton; yeaf n. ' The family spent last
and had occupied their
year in
home" here but a week.
Physicians
say young Alexander is not seriously
' y
wuinded. '
When the robbers escaped from the
Alexander house they were barefooted
and bareheaded, having left their
fIiop.s and hats in the yard, where they;
w?re Ticked un bv the Dollce., Scores
to hunt for the
of men jveri
fugitives and because of their condition it was expected that they soun
would be found.
It was estimated that more than
100 men were engaged in the man-hun- t
shortly after daylight. All garages
and outhouses within a radius of several miles of the Alexander residence
were being systematically searched.

and a nice lot of Plants and
Supplies for Christmas ... .

W. M. Pittard, O. F. Sanders and
M. While, all of Alouquerque, arrived
in Las Vegas last night. They will

PERSONALS
Pat Hudeya of Deming was in town
today.
J. .A., Conley, a railroad man out of
Raton, came in today for a short;, ,t,rlp.
Ariado Alderete, a rancher from the
neighborhood of Las Cruces, was here
.today.
Initial letter paper and initial correspondence cards at Murphey's Drug
Store. Adv.
G. W. Yeoman, a commercial man
from Denver, was in Las Vegas today
on business.
Don't forget poor boy at Christmas
time. He needs the Y. M. C. A,, too.
j

Adv- -

C. W. Sells of Colorado Springs,
Colo., was in town today to attend to

some personal affairs.
Liggett's chocolates, trip, test and
purest candy made, at Murphey's Drug
Store. Adv.
Mies Golrtie Cooper and Miss Eva
Daniels of Denver arrived in Las Vegas last night for a short stay.
from
Gabriel pacheco, a rancher
Las
was
in
Vegas today, to
Mora,
T
"Wake his Christmas purchases,'.
The Y. M. C. A. emblems are beauties. They solve the boy Christmas
puzzle. Adv.
Miss Janet Whltford arrived in Las
last night from' Colorado
Vegas
--

"
the

Arthur McSwain, representing
'elknap Hardware company of El
Paso, was in town tt day calling on
the trade.
The most elegant Une of French
toilet preparaperfumes and
tions ever shown In the city at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.
George H. Kinkel left today for El
Paso, where he will spend the Christmas vacation as the guest of his
brother.
a8
,jT.R. Saxton arrived in
last night from La Junta. Mr. Sax-tois a Santa Fe railroad employe
from the Colorado City.
Vicente Mares a rancher from the
vi'ninttv nf Wneon. Mound, was In town
af-today, attjjngr to some personal
rairs.
Laf-.es-

n

Hold by the edgs an aluminum pan
and an enamel pan of the same size,
so that the sides opposite your hands
are In a small flame. .You will drop

the aluminum pan first.
This proves that

3m
fe

stay here a short time.
J. M. Bowen of Raton, representing
the commission house of J. C. Coulson
and Company of Trinidad, was in
town today calling on the trade.
N. p. ilermann, the painter, has
gone to St. Louis, Mo., where he wis
visit his mother and father and oth
er relatives until after Christmas.
A.
Lorenzo Delgado and Chester
Hunker returned today from a hunting trip to the neighborhood of El
Pino. They brought in a large num
ber of quail.
B. Kraft, tin New ftvexlco agent for
:le Union Central Life Insurant com- iiany : Cincinnati. Oh.o, left lor 0i1ms
Mr:
Kra"t
last
evening.
buquerye
teen hero for a few days! )
arrived in
Dr. S. Alonzo Bright
Dr.
town today from Albuquerque.
Bright, who is the superintendent of
the English Mission of the Methodist
church, will remain here for a short
time on ministerial business.
E. E. Johnson returned from Spring
er ..today... He has been absent for a
short time on business.
'
Mr, and Mrs. J. H. Summers left
terday for their homo in Tielbltt Kas.
They came here a short time ago for
the benefit of Mr. Summer' health..
Mr. Summers was taken to the station in the ambulance of J. C. John-se- n
and Son.

Springs, Colo., for a short visit.
Mrs' Henry Levy of Socorro, who
Beautiful designs, graceful shapes, was called here
by the death, of Mrs.
rich finish in imported handpalnted 'A. M. Adler, was reported today to
China at Murphey's Drug Store.
be suffering from an attack of

Adv.

-

CANYON

PERRY ONION

Phone Main 276

i

Aluminum JJie nsijs

become heated throughout more quick
l
thera-for- e
ly. thaavenamelrtols-- Fooj

can be cooked in aluminum ware
with less fear of scorching and with
utensils have
less fuel. "Wear-Ever- "
you food and expense, time and tem
per.
utensil ia made
v.ncfo "Wear-Ewer- "
without Joints, seams or solder, from
Wf
thick, hard sheet alum
mum. strong, ngnx. w
handle, cannot fust,
cannot form poisonous
ALUMINUM
compounds with acld
fruits or foods, prftctlc
'
ally everlasting
TRADEMARK
D

r-v

Replace

utensils that wear out with

utensils that

P.

'Wear-Ever.-

J. GEOIING.

"

monia.
The body of Mrs. G. Ws Hurlbert
was sent by Wells Fargo express on
train No. 1 today to Saa Diego, Calif.
The body will be received by relatives on the coast and will be interred.

Mrs. Hurlbert died here Sunday even
ing. J. C. Johnsen and Son cared for
the body.

JEWS ARE EXPELLED
Dec 22. The expulsion or
Hebrews from Jaffa was accompanied
bicjaany acts of barcarlsm and rob
bery, according to a special cablegram
from Cairo to the Chicago Daily News
todav.
It states 600 - refugees from
Jaffa have Just arrived at Alexandria
on the Italian steamer Vicenclo Fior.-and adds:
"Thursday afternoon Bedouin police
raided the Ghetto at Jaffa, arreted
1,00 persons and drove them at the
point of the bayonet to the quay. Here
the Florio was forced to receive as
many of them as could be crowded
aboard.
."It was after, nightfall and harbor
police and boatmen stole all the
watehes-a-M
money. the refugees were
the
carrying They tore rings from
the
from
and
.:eyeriarrlngs
ringerr
earsof 6neif nd girlg and the
and frantic
pfeais.' ; Childreil were separated from
parents' and husbands from wives.
"Several of the men, resenting the
brutalities to theli wives, were thrown
overboard by boatmen and drowned
before the eyes of the women.
"The old Hotel Metropole at Alex
andria and other hotels have been
searched,
;P Many. of the refugees are nearly
mad with suspense regarding the fate
of thousands of relatives and friend?
for whom there was no room aboard
the Florio. It is feared that this is
only the beginning of .Turkish 'atroc
ities. There are 25,000 or more, peaceful Russian Jews in Palestine."
Chicaco.

,

The Agua Pura company
harvesting ita annual ice crop yes
terday afternoon at the dam in Galli
nas canyon. The work, whiiis
the supervision of J. Dover 1'ow-;ers, is rapidly increasing in efficiency
and rapidity. The company has 300
men at work. About 250 of these are
cutting ice, and the other 60 are busy
loading it into the ice houses that
stand on the banks of each of the
'
nine lakes In the canyon.
on
Nos.
is
dams
Cutting
proceeding
3, 4 and 9. Nine teams were at work!
yesterday, scraping the snow, off the
ice so that the men could cut it easily.
Today the company had 12 teams at
work. The men are cutting about 1,- 300 tons of ice a day. This is far lower
than the capacity of the company, as
3,000 tons of ice a day can be handled
with ease, s As the work proceeds
the amount cut each "day will
increase until the capacity ot the plant
is reached. If the weather remains
favorable, another large gang of
men will be put to work on the lc
this week.
The Agua Pura company1 has a sea
son of approximately two months in
the year in which to harvest its Ic
During this time it cuts about 40,000
tons. Of this amount Las Vegas uses
1,300 tons a year, or about one-hal-f
of what the men cut in one day when
theijplaht is running at capacity, The
company supplies the Santa Fe railroad with all the ice used by the line
from Dodge City, Kan., tti El Paso,
Tex. It also ships to Colorado and
to all points' in New Mexico. The Ice
harvested in the canyon annually is
not nearly sufficient to fill the com
pany's orders, and over 15,000 tons of
ice are bought by the concern every
year in Colorado.
The Agua Pura company is one of
the principal concerns in Las Vegas.
It supplies a great number of men
with employment during a period when
work is hard to find. The ice at the
canyon is from 12 to 14 Inches in
thickness ' Cutting soon will) commence on all the dams.
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CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

J.;M. Cunningham,

President

D. T.

J

(

Trunk Springer,

HosMns, Cashier.
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CAPITAL STOOii

According to the report of the volunteer observer at the Normal Unitemperature
versity, the maximum
reached yesterday was 48 degrees.
The lowest point touched by the mer
cury last night was 11 degrees.

(MIGUEL

NATIONAL

BANK

-

Vice-Preside-nt

.

Treasurer

'

,

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

.
Representative Pou of North Carolina speaking against the rule, said:
"I believe we are lighting the fires
of a controversy which will burn In
this country for a generation. In my
judgment there is not a man now in,
this hall who will be alive when the
last state ratifies this amendment,"
Mr. Pou favored prohibition, but be

DRY RESOLUTION
DEBATED
HOUSE

lieves the state Is the largest efficient
.unit in the enforcement of a prohibition law.
Kent of California
Representative
argued that .the states were competent to deal with the question without
federa interference. Representative
Coady of Maryland opposed the proposal because of loss ot revenue.

';-,;- ,

A Georgian Favors It
Representative .Howard of Georgia
announced his intention of supporting
both the rule and the resolution.
"The loss of revenue will be more
than made up by the money saved in
the adminstratlon of justice by sobering up the people of this country from
one end to the other," he said.
"

(Continued From Page One.)

shackled ' ' victims," he said, "today
numbered five million."
"It shortens life and blights the
offspring," he said, "and brings hundreds of thousands of people to
drunkards'
graves each year. It
blights the lives of people before they
'
''
are born."
Hobson referred to- photographic
charts portraying the' evils of the li
quor traffic, and after speaking only
ten minutes' himself, began to yield
time to other members, who spoke in
support of his resolution.
Californlains Favor It
Decker, Tribble,
Representatives
Langley, Logue and Bell of California
made brief speeches in favor of the
amendment .
"Not a Moral Issue"
BURGLAR KILLS
Mr. Underwood then, speaking on
the resolution directly, opposed it.
"This is not a moral issue." he said.
AMILL10N.4IRE l;No "great progress in the world's morality was ever made at the point of
the eword or with the force of gov
SHOT IN CALIFOR- ernment behind it. We are here toALEXANDER,
NIA, WAS FORMER "DALLAS
day to consider a proposal as to
ATTORNEY
whether certain police regulations
should be turned over to the federal
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 22.
government Instead of being allowed
Montrose Alexander, e. retirfd to remain 4Athajsovemment of variattorney, said to be a milioiaire and ous states where the founders of the
for many years a resident! ot Dallas, nation placed them. I believe a maft
be aa temperate in his mental
Texas, was shot and killed early to- ' should
. ,
.
....
day by one of two burglars whom he attitude a in me ireauneniiot uia
'
discovered in his home. W. M. Alex- body."
f
.
Violates ConstrtutJon
ander, Jr., endeavoring to go to the
;
aid of his father, was shot in .,the
He declared be favored county; op'
had wOt'Ked In
breast. Another bullet severed the In tion5 and that the
:
Alabama.
JThb.
dex finger on his left hand.
V
Alexanders moved from Pallas thfe
"I cannot commit mye1f," he said,
years ago to Washington, p. C, where to a) proposal to rob ihe individual
T.aaa nt nnVtna Tiflwflrfl sruaranteed
two daughters attended school.
4e .the- e.ofistuti."
Miss Penelope - Alexander, onV !gt
'

Chains and Lockets

Friendship Bracelets
Scarf Pins

:

.

'WW

Party Boes
Toilet ware in silver

.

z ;H.v

Umbrellas
Cuff Links

Hand Painted China

Vil-lia-

':

Ji

Hawkes' Cut Glass

-
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Watches
Diamonds
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SEND US YOUR

.

FLAT WORK

Our flat work service has been found very economical
and convenient by many houswlves.
We know you will appreciate it too. Simply send all
your flat work your towels, sheets, pillow cases, tablecloths, napkins, doilies, bed spreads, etc. These we wash and
and Iron returning them to you all ready for use at a very
;
:"
small charge.
This service is prompt, the work is satiftfActory and the
;
email cost makes It real economy.
Tak advantage of it next week.
.

LAS VEGAS STEA'1

Hardware

ML."

& 50c

by

Ei-o-

BIG CROP OF ICE IS BEING HAR
VESTED IN THE GALLINAS

.

fcf.;

at 35c, 50c,

PALACE CLOCO.

SILK and LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS,

m.i.fj;rm

Stte.

Neck Ties in Individual Xmas boxes

SJLK SHIRTS,
PAJAMAS,

BROS. GLOVES,

'
DENT'S GLOVES,
AND
LISLE HOSE,
SILK
PARIS and BOSTON GARTERS
SUSPENDER SETS.

MUFFLER S,
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can
is the only source from which we can people are giving everything they
now obtain it for use in French hos for the wounded and the sick. But
nec- even the wealthy Frenchmen are now
serum is

especially
pitals. This
estates have
essary as much of the territory over without money. Many
houses have
which, the troops are now fighting been ruined. The great
accustomed
and
closed
been
persona
cen
has been heavily manured for
servants
without
are
to
wounas
living
in
luxury
turies. Consequently aly
over
their
stantly become Infected and tetanus in small quarters, turning
inthe
homelesB
and
to
the
income
is very general.'
"It has been necessary at times to jured.
operate without ether because it could
not be had. Peroxide of hydrogen Is Why They Recommend Foley's rioney
FOR
IMPOSSIBLE
ALMOST
T 18
"
and Tar.
seldom obtainable. Alcohol of 85 deA CIVILIAN TO EARN A LIV- grees strength, so indispensable in p. A. Kfird, Conejo, Calif. because
INQ THERE
the emergency hospitals, cannot be "it produces the best results, always
London, Dec. 22. The throwing of had. The surgeons and nurses do the cures severe colds, sore chest and
but lungs and does not contain opiatee
510,000 wounded French soldiers and best they can without supplies,
if or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. Tay
Is
assistance
reimmediate
necessary
thousands of Belgian and French
saved
to
are
he
of
lives
the
led
has
Franc
patients
northern
into
lor, Lutherville, Ga. because "I befugees
to a terrible condition there, Mrs. in many of the hospitals. It is impos-sibr- e lieve It to be an honest medicine and
V. L. Cook,
to give typhoid patients proper it satisfies my patrons."
Harry Floyd, wife of a widely known
.English, artist, who has returned here treatment because of lack of help and Neihart, Mont. because "it gives the
con-nbest results for coughs and colds of
temporarily from service in French lack of supplies. Special nurses
fever
for
be
patients.
of
declare
provided
anything I sell." Every user Is a
Suspension
hospitals,
one
Often
not
available.
friend. O. G. Schaefer'and Red Cross
industries and the difficulty in obtain- They are
of
scores
will
care
for
nurse
patients
has
made
Drug Store. Adv.
ing supplies from abroad
the problem of sustaining life a seri- both day and night. She must sleep
occasionally. She has no time to EARLY RULING IN OPIUM LAW
ous one, she says.
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 22 The
"Hotels and other buildings have bathe the fever sufferers, even if she
had the necessary equipment. It is fate of 60 men convicted in San Fran
leen taken by the government for
in all the towns and village not uncommon for fever patients to cisco, of violating the federal opium
e wander
about at night in their deli- act, will soon he decided by the su
oi northern France and adequate
rium.
What chance have they to re preme court of the United States,
has been provided for most of
such conditions?"
cover
under
the
"But
which will decide shortly the consti
Mrs.
said
Floyd.
these,"
established
has
:s
Guest
Haden
Dr.
need
instruments,
tutionality of the act which prohibits
surgical
trying
hospitals. the Importation of opium. The 60
anaesthetics, antiseptics, and all sorts a number of Anglo-Frenc- h
of hospital supplies and clothing for The American ambulance has done Californians were convicted of either
invalids brought from the battlefield wonderful work and the French gov- smuggling of having opium in their
wearing only the tatters of uniforms. ernment Is making every effort within possession. The case was put up to
"At Limoges, which is not a large its power to meet the extraordinary the highest court on the appeal of 14
place, 10,000 wounded and 40,000 re- - emergency, but it must have assist United States customs guards convictjfugeea arrived In a single day In Oc ance. More surgeons, more nurses ed some time ago as members of an
ring in
tober. In many of the government and more supplies are required imme alleged opium smuggling
of
of
thousands
were
to
if
officials
lives
the
been
alleg
has
which
it
diately
necessary
fcospitals
steamship
Iut the beds so close , together there wounded are to be saved. The situa- ed to have been implicated. Attorneys
is not even a passageway between tion is growing worse all the time for the convicted customs guards con
them and the patients must be moved because of the spread of typhoid tend that the federal statue, as it now
ever each other. At Ameins, Calais among troops that have not been in- stands, is an Invasion of the police
and other towns near the
fighting ncculated against the disease. Men rights of the states and is otherwise
who develop the disease under pres- constitutional. They attack the valid
conditions are much the same.
"I was at Houlgate for many weeks ent conditions are practically doomed ity of the provisions of the law which
fix the mere possession of contraband
sissisting there in a hospital which ac to death."
Mrs. Floyd is an organizer of the opium as evidence of Illegal conni
commodated 450 patients. We exhaust
ed our antiseptics. At times we were French Wounded S. O. S. society for vance in smuggling operations.
without ether. I even saw nurses re- the special purpose of affording immeCatarrh Cannot be Cured
hashing old dressings because there diate relief in government hospitals
to use on where additional help and supplies are
were no new Ibandages
APPLICATIONS, as they
LOCAL
with
serum required. Mrs. T. R. Swinburne, wife
All the
wounds.
the seat of the disease.
reach
cannot
was exhausted and it Is not possible of Major Swinburne, 23 Eaton Place,
Is a blood or constitutional
Catarrh
o obtain more in France as its manuWest, is treasurer of this organizadisease, and in order to cure It you
facture has been exhausted. Great tion.
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Britain has forbidden the exportation
Throughout northern France virtual- Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
of this serum as it requires all it ly all homes have Deen opened to acts
directly upon the blood and mufiianufactures and the United States wounded and refugees and the French- - cous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is
It was pre
not a quack medicine.
scribed by one of the best physicians
in this country for years and Is a regular prescription. It is composed of
2,000 pounds or Mors, each dllvery.....
.....20c psr 100 lbs.
1,000 pounds to' 2,000 pounds, each dellvtry
the best tonics known, combined witn
..25c per 100 lbs.
200 pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
30c per 100 lbs.
the best blood purifiers, acting direct-l- y
on the mucous surfaces. The per50 pounds to 200 pounds, tech delivery..
40c per 100 lbs.
EOo per 100 lbs.
Less than SO pounds, each delivery....
fect combination of the two ingredients is what produces such wonderful results In curing catarrh. Send
for testimonial, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo, O.
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Famous.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
of
Which
Mad
Have
Las
Qualities
Lasting
Vegas
Take Hall's Family Pills for
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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BOARD OF HEALTH SO STATES IN
REPORT
ITS
.
TO THE GOVERNOR
SEMI-ANNUA- L

Santa Fe, Dec. 22 One hundred and
one candidates to practice medicine
1914 to the
applied during 1913

ad

state board of health for licenses, according to the biennial report of the
board filed with Governor McDonald
today. One hundred of these applica
tions were granted, 77 of them upon
credentials of accredited colleges, nine
with
upon reciprocal arrangements
other states, 14 upon examination,
while one applicant was refused a license.

The board reports small epidemics
of scarlet fever, measles diphtheria,
whooping
cough, smallpox and typhoid. Typhus broke out In one of
the Indian villages but was promptly

suppressed.
Among the radical recommendations
are: "A new law regulating the practice of medicine is deslraole, one raising the requirements to meet more
nearly those of other states."
"That more power be given to the
board of health and means with which
to exercise such powers."
The board complains that the returns of deaths and births required to
be made under the statute are very
incomplete and unreliable. In several counties they have been very irregular.
The board wants the legislature to
create a state bacteriologist and a
state chemical laboratory in connection with a pure food department.
The suggestion Is made that this
might be arranged in connection with
the university or some, other state educational institution. There is particular value in the examination of
specimens from suspected cases of
diphtheria. The regulation of , the
practice of midwifery is also urged.
In New Mexico midwifery is practiced
by a very large number of women, especially in the remote Spanish-Americacommunities in which no physi
cians are located.
The receipts of the board for the
past two years were $2,395.25, the
$2,376.75, while the balance
on hand is $27.71.

as trustee and commissions as described in the complaint in this action; Unknown Heirs of Jose Gonzales, deceased; Unknown Heirs of
John T. Dresser, deceased; Unknown
Heirs of Jose Dolores Romero, deceased; Unknown Heirs of Lorenzo Lopez
y Baca, deceased; Unknown Heirs of
Desiderio Romero, deceased ; Unknown
Beira of Jose D. Romero, deceased;
Unknown Heirs of Maria Paubla Romero de Padilla, deceased ; and' "Unknown Claimants of Interests in the
Premises Adverse to the Plaintiff"
(said premises being the land and real
estate described in the complaint in
this action) ; being the defendants in
the above entitled cause:
You and each of you are hereby notified that an action has been commenced by said plaintiff, Maurice
Biehl, against you and each of you,
in the above entitled District Court,
said action being numbered and entitled on the docket ofr safd court as
above set forth, for the .purpose of
quieting title in said plaintiff to Lots
numbered 24, 25 and 26 ini Block No.
17 of the Lorenzo Lopez Addition,
Zion Hill, to the town of East Las
Vegas,, now City of Las Vegas, New
Mexico; said plaintiff prays that each
and all of you, the said named defendants, may be made parties defendant to said action; that said plaintiff's
title and estate In the said described
lots, real estate and premises may be
established against the adverse claims
of you, the said defendants, and each
of you, and that said defendants and
each and every one of them be barred
and forever estopped from having or
claiming any right, title or Interest in
or to the said described lots, real estate or premises, or any part thereof,
adverse to the said plaintiff, and that
said plaintiff's title thereto and estate therein be forever quieted and
set at rest, and for general relief, as
will more fully appear in the complaint in eald action hereby referred
to.
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Maurice Biehl, Plaintiff,

.

.

r,

rl Isccllisntsoisa

JIM

J. F. Dresser, et als., Defendants.
To: J. F. Dresser; Jose L. LLopez

NEEDED

homesteads; advance infor-- '
mation; counties Sam Miguel, Guadalupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; will give
sections subject to entry;' retainer
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira ML
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,

;

COLUMN

D. C .
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OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
FOR CLASIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

RATES

Five cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line,
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
lines.
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words,
Caii in advance preferred.

FIRST CLASS dressmaking. Prices
reasonable. 1103 Lincoln avenue.

F&t

Rent

Furnished rooms with
or without board. 710 Grand.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Large nicely furnished

room, with, stove; suitable for one
or two men. No sick. Phone Main
321.

Checks Croup Instantly
You know croup is aangeronus. And
you ought to know too, the sense of
security that comes from having Foley's Honey and Tar Compound In the '
house.
It cuts the thick mucus and
clears away the phlegm,
stops the
strangling cough and gives easy
breathing and quiet sleep. Every user is a friend. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
PAPER FROM CORNSTALKS
Bloomington, 111., Dec. 22. The first
paper mill to chew up cornstalks and

spread them out into pearly white
sheets of paper will soon be built here,
according to the plans of local capitalists. Uncle Sam, through his representative, George A. Stuart, of the
bureau of plant industry, has found
out that corn stalks can be bought in
unlimited quantities at $5 a ton, and
the farmers are only too eager to supply them. The government has been
experimenting with cornstalk paper,
and on a recent visit here, Mr. Stuart
displayed some excellent hook and
magazine paper that Uncle Sam "had
made from the stalks.
The proposition of turning into paper the millions of tons of cornstalks
that are annually burned in the corn
belt is one of great Interest to financiers, and it is predicted that the
wood-pulindustry will soon have a
serious competitor in the cornstalk
paper industry.
p

FOR RENT Suite of
1103 Lincoln.
rooms.

housekeeping
Phone 367.

This and Five Cents!
DON'T MISS THIS. Cut out this
RENT Modern furnished flat,
heated. 511 Ninth street,
slip, enclose five cents to Foley and
Co., Chicago, 111., writing your name,
and address clearly. You will receive
in return a free trial package containand Tar Compound,
Pot- ing Foley's Honey
LOST Bluebird pin, between
for coughs, colds and croup. Foley
aveter's Candy store' and Columbia
Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic
nue.
Return to Potter's and re- Tablets.
For sale In your town by
ceive reward.
O. G. Schaefr and Red Corss Drug
FOR

Lost

That unless you, the said named defendants, enter your appearance In
said action on or before the 2Sth day
of January, A. D. 1915, judgment by
default or decree pro confeaso will
be rendered against you in said action.
Said plaintiffs attorney is A. T. LOST Small black purse containing
cards and large sum of
Rogers, Jr., whose office and postof-fic- e ' calling
"between Plazai Trust and
money,
address is First National Bank
bank and Hoffman & Graut
Savings
M.
Gas in the stomacn comes from food Building, East Las Vegas, N.
barth's. Return to Red Cross Drug
Witnesa my hand and seal this 15th
which has fermented. Get rid of this
Store and receive liberal reward.
badly digested food as quickly as pos- day of December, A. D. 1915.
sible if you would avoid a bilious at- (Seal of said court)
LORENZO DELGADO,
tack; HEREIN E is the remedy you
Clerk of said District Court.
need. It cleanses and strengthens the
Durham
stomach, liver and bowels, and re
FOR SALE 7 registered
storeB energy and cheerfulness. Price
WANTED
Clean cotton rags at
cows.
Apply H. K. Leonard, San
50e. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv Optic office.
Jose, N. M., or L, Sands,
n

Three old houses to be
removed from present lots. Must
be torn down or moved at once. Apply Investment and Agency Corporation, 603 Lincoln Ave.

FOR SALE

'

vs.

SHAPE

,

OF PUBLICATION
'
Case No. 7665 .
In the District Court for the County
of San Miguel, in the Fourth Judicial
District of the State of New Mexico.
NOTICE

'

.

Co.

Adv.

NEW HEATING PLANT
Santa Fe, Dee. 22. Tomorrow bids
will be asked for a steam heating
plant for the historic Guadalupe
church aBd the parsonage adjoining
it The plant will be Installed In the
basement of the new .parish house.
The committee in charge of this improvement consists of Benito Alarld,
John Hampel, Marcellno Garcia, Juan
J, Ortiz and, Oelso Lopez,

LA

The Buit asked that receivers be
appointed to take over the Nickel
Plate, Big Four, Lake ErL-- Ohio Cen
tral and Indiana Southern, all rontrol- led by the Lake Shore, and (hat .ht'y
MAY
be put under management that would
insure competitive operation.
Another charge of mismanagement
was that the New York Central had
planned to take over $100,000,000
'
worth of 3
per cpnt bonds by an
4 per cent bonds running to
issue
of
NEW YORK CENTRAL MAY TAKE
1998.
This, it was charged, would
OVER LA''.E SHORE AND
of the treasury $350,000,000 In
out
take
MICHIGAN. CENTRAL
interest and put much of it into the
pockets of the New' York Central

BIG RAIL MERGER

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

Use Starvation
Causes Tuberculosis

,

The Medical Itecord (New
of December 18, 11MM1, containYork)
an
article on "The Treatment of
Tnherculonli, Haaed on the
AaHumptiun That the Dietetic Cause
of the Dlaeane la Line Starvation,"
by Dr. John F. Rnaxrll, who aayat
The condition' which la recoarnlaed
aa preceding the active development
of tuberculoala la the adult may be
considered aa due to lime atarratioa.
Among Inoraranlc anbatancea
lime anlta appear to be of apecial
phyaloloKleul Importance
but If the aalta are not In organic
combination It la difficult to auppoae
that the crlla can appropriate tbem
for food."
Tears of widespread use confirm
us In the belief
that the success of
Kckman's Alterative In cases of pulmonary tuberculosis (consumption)
and chronic throat and bronchial
troubles is due in
measure to
Its content of lime, large
so combined
other Ingredients as to be easilywith
apAN OLD VOLUME
propriated by the cells.
this has had much to
Doubtless
22.
of
Dec.
The
volume
Santa Fe,
do with the results obtained In many
cases of these affections, which apancient Spanish loi"e 3I6t acquired by
pear to have yielded to Eckman'a
Alterative.
Colonel Ralph B. .Twitch ell, apparentAs it contains no opiates, narcotics
g
or
ly verifies the contentions of those
drugs, it Is safe
to
will order it
try. Your
who maintain that Santa Fe was
for you or youdruggist
can send direct.
Kckmaa Laboratory, Philadelphia.
founded byOnate in August or Septemnd E. Q. Mnrphey and Red Croti
ber, 1605. This date is irreconcilable
with Onate's autograph on Inscription Prog company.

BE MADE

Cleveland, O., Dec. 22. Consoll
d at ion of the Lane Shore Rail- iroad company with the New York
Central Railway company was ef
fee ted here today at a meeting
of Lake Shore stockholders, when
they ratified action taken by
New York Central stockholders
July 20, laet The merger in- -

ry

habit-formin-

TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

this year only on the streets from
Third to Eighth street, inclusive. Next
year an effort will be made to cover
the entire city.
The. carolers on the West Bide will
be directed by Mrs. Elmer E. Veeder
and will begin singing at 6 o'clocl
in the evening. Ou the East side
singing will begirt at the conclusion
of the Christmas eve entertainments
at the various Sunday schools. Lighted candles need not be placed until
S 15 o'clock.
The Music and Art Stk'iety of Las
Vegas, which has charge of the caroling, Bays it is Jiot being urged upon
anybody to make any donation to the
carolers for the 'benefit of the Las
Vegas hospital. If one does not care
to listen to Christmas songs, he Is
not obliged to do so and nobody will
think any the less of him because he
fails to display a . lighted candle in
his window.

15he

OIDN'T ALARM HIM

LOBBMIESTADHAHT

H
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CHAPMAN

LODGE NO.
A. M.

t, K F. 4

o'clock.
Visiting members are oojw
dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, Pree
d dent; Mrs. J. T. Qubler, Secretary;
in C. Ii. Bally, Treasurer.

Regular
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oiouers
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vited. On If Cary, W, M, H. g.
Pertea. Bacruur.
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that man a pound of Prince Albert for Christmas.

Buy it

today and be sure youll have it Give it to him in this corking
fine crystal-glas- s
humidor. It's all ready to put under the tree so
he can pounce on it, easy. Youll only have to write your name on
the tag to get his everlasting appreciation and he'll start joyward-witthe first pipeful, or the
cigarette he'll roll with
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No.
FRATERNAL

BROTHERHOOD

NO

102 Meets every Monday
night
O. R. C. hall, on
Douglas avenue

1
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4:86 a. on...,. 4:44 a. ft,
4:20 p. m..
4:11 p. s.
7:4t
I:U p. m.

...

if the recommendation

of the Investigating committee Is accepted. Blie
;ls to be exonerated of charges of falsifying her accounts, and her dis
charge will be laid to a plot of her
enemies.

East Laa Veeas, N. M.
Albuquerque, N.tM,
Pecos, N. M.
Trinidad. Colo.
Rowe. N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

GROSS KELLY & CO.
INCORPORATED
First Railroad Magnate What
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you think of the prospectus of the
Air Line company?
Eecond Railroad Magnate Hot air.

SURE THING

WOOL. HIDESIa PELTS, LUMBER
BAIN WAGONS
NAVAJO BLANKETS
,
IEAGLE HAY PRESSES

Jt

4iiiwi

iffVm1

Wholes a.le Grocers

do

i

j

MI ADS

r

FIND WHAT YOU WANT
AND

I

SELL1 WHAT YOU

CLASSIFIED ADS search out tho people to whom
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth

nd

TOBACCO CO.

Meeta sectnd a
fourth Thursday
eaca
evening
month at W. o. W. hall. Vlsitlna
brothers cordially Invited Howard T.
Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, seey,

MB

ll

R. J. REYNOLDS

L. O. O. MOOSE

OFFICERS AND'DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vioe-Pre1 Clarence
Iden, Secy. & Treas.
-,'Dcnald Steward,
C. C. Robblns.

a

the national joy smoke

This P. A. humidor is more
than just a Christmas package
it's a good-wioffering two
ways. It shows good will, and
it never fails to get it from the
one remembered. Oh, but it's
a fine package of fine smoking, that satisfies the keenest
smokappetite ever! There's no
tongue torture in P. A. The
burn and sting you think unavoidable are taken out of P. A.
by a patented process that lets a
man smoke all day and night
with never a regret Just ask
for P. A. in the crystal-gla- ss
humidor at any store that sells
tobacco also in pound and
half-poutins, as well as in
red
the tidy
tin, 10c, and the
toppy red bag, 5c.

a

Gore, Pa., P, A. Morgan had occa
sion recently to use a liver medicine
and says of Foley Cathartic Tablets:
They thoroughly cleased my system
and I felt like a new man light and
free. They are the best medicine I
REINSTATE TEACHER
have ever taken for constipation. They
keep the stomach sweet, liver active,
Chicago, Dec. 22. Miss Anna
Schneider, who was dismissed bowels regular." O. G. Schaefer and
from her position as a teacher in the Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Chicago public schools 11 years
ago, is to be reinstated tomorrow night
Subscribe for Tne Open.

fine-flavor- ed

fT-rTTTTT--j-ra

and fourth Tuesdays of each month fct
8 p. m. J. S. Nelson,
Consul;
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montaiue. Lo
cal Deputy, Visiting members are ea.
peclally welcome and cordially Invited.

a

Santa Fe, Dec. 22. The treasurer
of Luna county-collecte$59,913.21 of
1914 taxes in November,
according to
hia report to the etate traveling auditor today, besides $361.79 of 1913 taxes
Cutting Hintz He can't be a good and $57.75 of 1912 taxes. The treas
business man. Why, he's a college urer of Bernalillo county today report
ed $29,272.34 of 1914 taxes collected,
professor.
Callier Downe Tut! tut! He mar- $3,153.97 of 1913 taxes;
S26T.25 of
ried an heiress worth two million.
1912 taxes; $201.32 of 1911 and $392.82
of 1910 and prior taxes.
TRUE

u

m

MOOERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUK- CIL NO. 804 Meets eecond ani
fourth Thursday In O. Ri C. hall
Pioneer bunlding. Vlsltinp member
I. O. O. P. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. are
cordially invited. Colbert
4. Meets every Monday evSninz at Root, a. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
their hall on Sixth street All visitfm
brethera cordially invited to attend.
GEO. H. HUNKER
A. T. Rogers, Sr., N. G.; W. W.
Attorney-at-LaSmith,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary: Karl
East Las Yegas, Neyr Mexico.
C. V. Hedgcock,
Wertz, Treasurer;
W. P. BOAL, M. D.
Cemetery Trustee
Office at Residence 708 Lincoln Ave.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Calls answered day or night.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
DR. F. . HUXMANN
month Elks' home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Dentist
are cordially Invited. Wm, H. SpringDental work of any description ftl
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block.
Office Phoae
cretary.
Main 181. Residence Phone Main 41 a
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets In
LOCAL TIL'E
W. O. W ball, Sixth street, on the
first anJ third Mondays of each
East iouna
month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers
Arrive
OeHBI
and Ladies always welcome.
O. L.
Na
M0
p. m..... 7:41 p. &
Freeman, President: Miss Cora Mont No. 4. ...11:84
p. m.,..ai:l
p,
ague, Financier, Mrs. A, V. Morrow, No.
1:25 a. m
1:1 a, &,
I....
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue: Z. So.
14.
1:15 . m
I: It p. a.
W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Watt ftouna
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. Ml
Arrive
Depart

LUNA COUNTY COLLECTS

Mil

8

third Thursday
naro month. TUttlnj

LAt VEGAS COM MANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Rfl
nlar
coaclare second Tuet- ,
dey in each month at Ma
Joax Alarm clocks are no good.
sonic- - Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M
Hoax Why oT
B. C; Chaa. Tamme, Recorder,
Smith,
1
Joax
was carryine one home last
night on the car when a pickpocket
LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
6tole my watch.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
cation first Monday In each
AS IT IS WITH THE AUT0IST
month at Masonto Temple
at 7:30 a. m. P. A, Brlnegar,
GAP AG
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- tary.

i

"

CAfi

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

rock in Valencia county, for the date
given with it is 1606 ant reads that it
Cleevland, O., Dec. 22. A meeting had been placed there, upon Onate's
of the stockholders of the Lake Shore return from his
expedition to the Gulf
Railroad company Is called for to- of California, which Is also the timet
morrow In Cleveland, at which, time that he founded' Santa; Fe. It was only
the question, of consolidating the Lake recently that F. W. Hodge photographShore and the Michigan Southern with ed that inscription so that the figures
the New York Central will probably "1606'' stand out plainly. However,
come up for a vote. It is predicted there is a possibility of that inscrip;
their shoes in walking before they stitutions.
that the way has already been paved tion having been placed there even I
The
total
laet year
expenditures
reached France, he finds, and dona- for putting through the big merger, after the founding of Santa Fe or that
Y
were $476,126.10 including the federal
(To
tions
clothet
seldom
includes
of
shoes.
and that the consolidation will be ef- the figure 5 had been transformed
to the College of Agri
appropriation
the icy weather of the past culture and
fected by January 1.
into the figure 6, which could have During
Mechanic Arte. Of this
week, the relief quarters were packed
was paid out in salaries
without
done
sum
been
Central
New
Torn
the
difficulty.
$180,512
Recently
with women begging for shoes for
There are 126 Infractors in aca
postponed its dividend, giving as a
themselves and children.
SHOES ARE NEEDED
demic subjects in these institutions
reason the approaching consolidation
and 1,336 students.
with the Lake Shore, Michigan SouthHavre, Dec. 22.r Lack of shoes is
ern and various other subsidiaries. causing so much suffering among the
CAROLERS WILL SUPPLY
BIG POWER PROJECT
Following the consolidation, the new Belgian refugees, particularly among
merger board will have charge of divi- the women and children, that M
Santa Fe, Dec. 22. Ninety thousand
dend matters it was given out
Schollart, president of the chamber of PEOPLE WITH CANDLES dollars have been expended already
Speeder Did you drop all your
The merger is: not be effected with- representatives of Belgium and head
on the power project of the Socorro
at the races?
,u'
out a protest. A suit for injunction of the Belgian relief society of Havre,
and Milling company in the money
Mining
Racer Everything. I couldn't bus
REwas filed In the common pleas court has Issued an appeal on their behalf. FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENT
Mogollon mining district, western So gasoline enough to get home with.
GARDING CHRISTMAS EVE
here by the General Investment com- This appeal is addressed especially to
corro county, according to the report
SINGING
to the etate engineer today. Mr.
pany of Maine, which charges crimin- Americana, since many letters of
WISE PROFESSOR
have been received from them at
al violation of the Sherman anti-trus- t
French gave the company until Januj
Tomorrow the boy members of the ary 25, 1917, to complete the work,
law against the management of the the Belgian government building in
Lake Shore and the New York Cen Havre, asking what supplies; are most Christmas carol choirs will canvass j passing on the request for an extenthe city selling candles to be dls-- j sion of time today. About $90,000 more
tral, and says thae the officials are needed.
Women1 an.d children, whose clothing played In the windows of the houses is to be spent to complete the project,
planning to deplete the treasury of
both roads. The. attorneys for tr was left behind In the rush to escape, on Christmas eve by those who would which Is to supply not only the mills
roads promised a vigorous fight, and have been the first care of M. School-lar- . gladly hear childrens voices singing and mines of the Socorro Mining and
The able bodied men, especially the songs of Yuletide. The candles Milling company but also to other enrequested early hearing, stating that
the Lake Shore was about to pay, out laborers and mechanics, have no trou- will be sold at three cents each, which terprises in that section. Unforeseen
is declared to be their actual cost. Be difficulties and increased expense are
from Its treasury $7,500,000 to stock- ble in getting work.
The refugees have been spread pret cause of the limited time in which to the causes assigned for delay in comholders who had refused to enter th
ty well over France in order to pre make preparations, carols will be sung pleting the proposition:
merger.
.

AND

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
EIST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAHDLB

:

SOME VALUABLE SCHOOLS
Santa! Fe, Doc. 22. The total voluaPrice $1 and $2 a bottle.
tlon of the eight institutions oi! higher
learning maintained by the state of
New Mexico Is $1,242,158.09, according
vent congestion in the cities and to
to the report made to Governor Mo-'
provide more opportunities for self Donald
today by Superintendent of
support. There remain about 1,500 in Public Instruction
Alvan N. 'White
Havre.
Edmond Vidal, who la in
This Includes buildings, grounds, fur-of
the distribution of supplies,
charge
nltdre and equipment but not the land
independent of the shoe question.
made by Uncle Sam to the in
Most of the refugees had worn out grants

volvea $300,000,009.

1914.

22,

Jig Can you tell me where the
drat lawn fete was held ?
Wig--Othe lawn, I reckon.
Forethought.
He I shall speak to your father to- night. How had I better begin?
She I think, dear, you'd better he- gli by calling his attention to the
statutes
mangoverning assault,
slaughter and murder. Papa Is go
wu-li-iv-

u

vao krvvai.

COTMT

among those who

most

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads In this paper and who never would bear of your
property unless it were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
WANT ADS are Inexpensive,

FIED.

Try them.

tet

results and EYEHYBODY'S
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LAt

eft t
Paul McCoralck, who has been In
town for several days making some
purchases, left this morning for' his
ranch near Chaperlto.
Mrs. Jennie Cristie left today for
'
Kansas. She will be absent for a
few weeks.

All barber shops will be closed for

the entire day oa Friday, December
to observe the holiday of

25. In order

Christmas. The shav emporiums will
remain, oped until 10 o'clock Thursday
ovening to give everybody a chance to
Set "dolled up" for Christmas.

PHOTOPLAY
Tonight

CHRISTMAS

Z-

- CHICKENS

OYSTERS

CELERY

..Turkey
Oranges
Bananas
White Malaga
Red Emperor Grapes
Strawberries
Fresh Tomaitoes
Lettuce
Celery
Parsley
Sweet Potatoes

"Nettie or Letty" Comedy
Featuring

Dorothy Kelly

LETTUCE--TOMATOE-S

HUNT'S DELICIOUS FRUITS
STYLE FRUIT , CAKE
RUSSIAN

MINCE MEAT
OXFORD FRUIT CAKES

HELLED

PECANS,

CHOCOLATES

AND

WALNUTS

FRUITS

-S-

NEWS

LOCAL

ALLEGRETTI

AND ALMOND3

Nuta-.-

A SPLENDID LINE OF CHRIST- ;

MAS CANDIES.

,

Get your Christmas candy at the
Clement Curio. Adv.

Store

STEARNS'

DINNER

"The price of Silence"

LET US HAVE YOUR CHRISTMAS ORDER

Telephone tablet rolls

each at

Be

;

"

Full

A

Bakery Goods

Be sure and visit Murphey's Drug
Store during gift buying season. Adv.
Old Taylor

IN FRUIT WE H4VE

Rye at the Opera Bar.

large variety from

of laryngitis.
Order your revenue caneellors now. attack
Optlo Pub. Co.
Elmer Rowland, a resident of
has applied at the court house
For a Christmas present get a Con
for $2 bounty on a coyote killed by
k!in
The Clemei
pen.
him recently near his home.

the Market affords

Cher-ryval-

g

Curio.

to 40c per pound

10c

1

Grocer and Baker

Miss Susie Whi taker of ' the New
Let the Murphey Drug Store settle
Mexico Normal University faculty is
your Christmas gift problems. Adv. confined to her room with a severe

IN CANDIES
A

H. YORK

parents of a seven
pound boy, born last night.

VEGETABLES
We have everything

Adv.

J.

street are tha

ALL KINDS OF FRESH NUTS
FRESH

an3 Sherwood

Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Allen of Tenth

Extra Fancy California and Arizona Naval Oranges, Florida Grapefruit, Extra Fancy Apples in a large variety, California and Spanish
Grapes, Cluster Raisins, Fancy Table Pears, Jumbo Bananas, Figs,
Dates, Cranberries,, s

IN

VvTiIuRey

THIS STORE WILL BE OPEN' EVENINGS

UNTIL

Adv..

There wil Ib.e no prayer meeting at
Juet received telephone tablet rolls.
the
First Baptisjt church tomorrow
Optic Pub. Co.
night. Although that is the regular
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged evening, the meeting is postponed on
la wood. Direct from, the distillery to account of the near approach of
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. Christmas and its many activities.

CHRISTMAS

IKE DAVIS

J. A. Muligan, who was a switchman
on the Santa Fe railroad, has resigned his position and will go east. His
place has been taken by L. Franklin.

Mr. and Mrs. Malaney

PiOTURE PMRLO,
Are now Ready for Inspection.

;

Seventeen quart enamel dish pan.
Good quality uniform gray mottling
on heavy steel base. Strong handles.
A remarkable value. Sale price, 40c.

first Llass 1 holography
For tHe remainder of 1914 we will meke
na.Rn Cabinet Photos for fig JIH

I
I)

v

F. J. Gehrlng.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1876

Chief of Police Ben Coles has re
ceived a letter from E. C. Young, a
lumber dealer of El Reno, Okla., asking if the chief saw a man who claim
ed to repair check writing machines,
and Instead, sold them to some one
else. A description of the man was
enclosed, which fits closely the chief's
late acquaintance, J. L. Vantine, now
wintering in the state penitentiary
for "repairing" the check writing machine of the Charles Ilfeld company
of this city, putting it in such good
shape that he was able to resell It as
now to Joseph Talcnert. Young lost
a G. W, Todd check writing machine
that he gave out to be "repaired." He
said also that the man who has his
machine forgot to pay his hotel bill
at El Reno.

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

"Push
l

and have your Christmas
Photo
taken
.i
n.
tlvyoritI. r misnea
i.t. . i rrompuy.
DEVELOPING one six exposure film a.nd
finished print from each picture, only 25c
Give us a trial Order.
Veeder Building
On The Plaza

J. A. Baca is planting 60 acres of Word has been received here that
trees at his ranch near town. Most Pelham Davis GlaBsford, elder sop. of
of the space will be covered by fruit Colonel
and Mrs. W. A. Glassford, has
trees, chiefly apple.
been promoted to the rank of captain
in the regular army. Captain Glass- ii kinds ol Christmas jewelry. Ten
ford was born in Las Vegas about 30
15
I er cent discount on all purchases;
years ago. He is a West Point gradu
S
per cent discount to teachers.
ate, and taught in the United States
Lujan, Jeweler. Adv.
Military Academy for four years prior
to his transfer to Schofleld Barracks,
The Las Vegas lodge of Elks will Honolulu,
Hawaiian, Islands, where
Imhold a regular meeting tonight.
he is at present stationed. He is the
portant business relating to Christmas grandson of Mrs. S. B. Davis, who died
affairs will be discussed. All mem- here about two
years ago..
bers and visiting Elks are invited to
be present.
Young Duran has received word
from
his manager,' Perry Coldwell of
There will be a special drill of
that he will be here in a
Springer,
tomorrow
at
H
the
Company
evening
a
few
and
days
likely will bring a
armory. This is the last time that
to
boxer
aseist
the
lightweight
will
U.
S.
be
presA.,
Sergeant Burns,
bout
ent at the drill of the company. Ev- in hig training for the
with
New
on
Chavez
Year's
Benny
ery member is urgently requested to
night. Duran boxes every evening at
be present
7:30 o'clock at the armory with hi3
He Is getting
sur- trainer, Charles Doll.
If you can use a good
in good! condition. Chaves will not be
rey, sleigh for two horses, horse cliphere until December 28, as he is
ping machine, Beard Bros, safe, 600
lbs. The price is about half the value. scheduled for a bout in El Paso shortly after Christmas.
or see M. L. Cooley.
Phone Main 174
'
,1 8 u
Adv.

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

The Best Flour in the Market

Call-forn-

is the cheapest and most satiss

y

factory. And if you will ask

y

perienced housekeepers

ex-

which

tell you they have found Pure
Quill Flour the finest they ever

J

.

13he
At

!

tie

Hi

J

AUTO STAGE
' Automobile
The regular
stage line to Mora trimeeting
of the local lodge of the Loyal Order weekly. Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
of Moose will be held tomorrow even- urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
ing in Woodman hall. Tha usual m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
Christmas "feed" of oysters, turkey Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p,
and the "fixings will be celebrated at m. Fare for round trip, $5; onway,
thla meeting and a full attendance is $3. Round trip tickets good for one
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
desired.

Order a sack and learn

semi-monthl-

the reason for their enthusiasm.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

GRANDEST

GIFT! .

Just Received for

Rest h
A LARGE SHIPMENT OF

f

ROYAL EASY CHAIRS
In order to not
ceptionally low.'

carry these chairs over they have been priced

ex-

Remember we give Liberal Discounts off all,goods for the Holidays

J. G. Jdhrisen i& Son
-

Orvly

.n- -

SHOPPING DAYS

Do you wish Special Equipment

or Color in your 1915 Ford?

TILL CHRISTMAS
for

15.85

$10.00

We will have another carload ship- ped from the factory 111 a few days-- .
Place your order now and get Just
.
x
wnai you want
Why not give "her" a Ford tor
Xmas. Had you thought of that?
.
. .. :
nn feonri
!

Seat

Leather

R(H;ker
I
I

$4.95 for $7.50

Fumed or Early
English broad seat Rocker.
to

Real Leather
Golden Oak Rockers.

$5.2a

II
I

for polished oak Piano
Benches with compartment I
for sheet music.

I

I
I

I

oak
phone Table and Stool.
for
for
for

$3.65
$4.95
$8.50

$5.50
$7.60
$14.50

i i
I
I
I

i:

tora service.

I
I

$32.50

for

$50.00

Don't forget to leave your
order here for
XMAS TURKEY
Quality Always the Best

Genuine Sterling Mazda Lights
can
as
when

Wnv use others

you

15
25
40

buy STERLING

Watt
Watt

39
30

watt

.....30

Watt f.
Watt
delivery at a moment's notice, any quantity.
I
Phone Main 379
60
100

STORE

MAZDAS just

40
70

Ludwig William Ilfeld
y

cheap

genuine

I

I

J. VVESNFR
At Whalen Gaimge

Tele-

"l

I

-

nriUTT

0

O

Leath-- .

Parlor

Mahogany
Suite.

for

1

Reed Rockers.
Morris Chair.
Morris Chair.

.er

$55.00

II
!

I

F.

.
$4.85 for $6.85 golden

Ell

.

i

I Ml I
I I

I
I

$9.85

III
mi

I

E

$8.50

Genuine LeathParlor Suite. Worth

$85.00

er

I

Seeing.

Thousands of Other Remarkable
Christmas Offerings
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Always Get Our Prices
Before Buying Elsewhere
FREE

Home Of The Best Of Every ting Eat ab I e

THE GBAAF & OAYWABD CO.

Jits?

two-hors- e

is the best most of them will

used.
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tan-era-
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

tlieButton-andRest-
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Miss Julia Fleischer-oAlbuquerque
arrived in Las Vegas today to visit
The office of the county clerk has her friend Miss
Betty Morrisette of
issued a marriage license to Ambrosio this city. Miss Fleischer will remain
Martinez, aged 59 of Las Vegas, and here over the Christmas holidays.
Ana Maria Aragon, aged 54, of Las
'
!"
r
Vegas.
Santa Glaus, having got his pack
filled a little earlier than usual, found
It is likely that "Prince," the frac- himself with a little spare time on
tious fire horse, win by sold to the hand before Christmas. He decided
agent for the British government as to take a trip to Las Vegas, and, upa cavalry mount or artillery horse. on hisi
arrival, was invited to take up
"Alack" Evans, the driver, says the his
quarters at the Rosenwald store
horse would be able to rout the whole on the Plaza. He
accepted, and Is
German army if it were backed into
in the toy
assistance
valuable
lending
the ranks.
epartment. Occasionally he Is asked

The funeral of Mrs. A. M. Adler will
Cecil Spooner in the "Dancer and occur tomorrow morning at 10:45 o''
the King," a Blaney feature in five clock from the residence on Seventh
acts at the Browne tonight only. Ad- street. Rev. Dr. J. II. Landau wil)
mission 10 and 15 cents. Adv.
officiate at the service. Interment
will be in the Jewish cemetery. Mrs,
Writing paper. Can you imagine a Adler was the wile of A. M. Adler. She
more acceptable gift than a great big died
early yesterday morning after a
beautiful box of writing paper? Mur- brief spelL of penumonla. The Page
phey has the most stylish and best company will have charge of the
quality in the city. Adv.
arrangements.

7 Ctxll
13

Adv.

here.'

Service based on he facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

I'-

The sweetest and purest candy In
the city at Murphey's Drug Store. In
handsome, ribbon tied embossed boxes
from 10c to $5 a box. Adv.

ed from his home in the north. He
says he' can get Just as good articles
here, as just as reasonable prices, as
he could in other cities. "If they keep
on making toys and candies so good
and so cheap," said Santa, "I'll close
my factory and do all my buying

A

There will be Christmas prografas
in all the rooinB of tne Castle school
building tomorrow afternoon at 2
o'clock. At the expiration of the ex
ercises, school will close for the Christmas vacation, recommencing, on Janu
ary 4, 1915.. Tbe public of 'Las Vegas
is cordially invited to attepd the entertainment.

of

Assortment

to help some person se'.;ei a gil't for
an adult, and he legally jcves h'.s adSurua Claus, in an Interview
vice.
Uth a member of The Optic staff,
said he expected to be mighty busy
on Christmas eve. He will procure a
large number of presents in Las Vegas, instead of having them transport

Alice Rice, physician.

?

Ibndiee
FRUIT CAKE
(white and dark)

Optio office.

1914.

22,

The Fraternal Brotherhood met last
night in O. R. C. hall, a large number
of members
being present. The
chief business that came before the
assembly was the Installation of (he
'
recently elected officers. The follow
new positheir
to
were
inducted
ing
tions: Ed Lewis, president; Miss Eva
Jones, vice president; Miss Laura
Simpkins, chaplain; James Cook, sec
retary; J. T. Buhler, treasurer; Eu
;
sergeant-jvarm-s
gene
Tnornnlll,
John
Miss Eva Cook, mistress-at-arms- ;
Trahey, Inner door keeper; Ed Hanson, outer door keeper; James Baker
and James Cook, finance committee;
Fred Phillips and Hugh Tralnor, trus
tees; Mrs. James Cook, musician; Dr.

FCS YOUR

Alice Joyce series

TURKEYS'

DECEMBER

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, . TUESDAY,

DELIVERY

Big Stock of Toysf
Toy Wagons 15o to $2.50 each.
75c to $8.50 each.
Toy
Toy Chairs and Rockers, 35c to
$3.50 each.
Go-Car-

Toy Bicycles. Tr!j'c's
of good thirgs
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Opposite
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FURNITURE
COMPAIY
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